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Execut ive  summary

 

This document describes the first condominium platform prototype for the first experimental 

loop. Initially, it was planned to develop the condominium robot based on the SCITOS G5 

platform. During the concept phas

would be desirable to have one platform with more space to transport goods. Therefore, we 

have realized one condominium platform equipped with a tablet

on the SCITOS G5 for the settings with a closes focus on human

other prototype is based on the SCITOS G6 platform. This platform has a rectangular 

footprint and provides more space to transport goods.

The embedded PC of the platform

connected to sensors, motors and the battery. 

12.04LTS and the middlewares

CogniDrive are installed to enable

Furthermore, a User Centered Design approach was used to develop a customized cover to 

enhance the acceptability by end

in the Robot-Era services and to perform specific task

with Outdoor platform. 

Finally, first version of the user interfaces is described. 

an overview of the user interface for accessing to the ROBOTERA services and the Human

Robot Interaction. Here you can find a brief description of some key facts about the design 

of the first version of the Robot
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summary 

describes the first condominium platform prototype for the first experimental 

Initially, it was planned to develop the condominium robot based on the SCITOS G5 

platform. During the concept phase and the requirements engineering 

would be desirable to have one platform with more space to transport goods. Therefore, we 

have realized one condominium platform equipped with a tablet-PC and touch display

the settings with a closes focus on human-machine interaction. The 

is based on the SCITOS G6 platform. This platform has a rectangular 

footprint and provides more space to transport goods. 

platform are connected via CAN bus to a main controller which is 

connected to sensors, motors and the battery. On the embedded PC an 

and the middlewares MIRA, PEIS and ROS are installed. Furthermore

are installed to enable an autonomous navigation. 

Furthermore, a User Centered Design approach was used to develop a customized cover to 

enhance the acceptability by end-users.  ROS nodes were implemented to manage the robot 

Era services and to perform specific task as the exchange of goods together 

Finally, first version of the user interfaces is described. The aim of the document is to give 

an overview of the user interface for accessing to the ROBOTERA services and the Human

n. Here you can find a brief description of some key facts about the design 

of the first version of the Robot-Era interfaces.  
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describes the first condominium platform prototype for the first experimental 

Initially, it was planned to develop the condominium robot based on the SCITOS G5 

requirements engineering we found out that it 

would be desirable to have one platform with more space to transport goods. Therefore, we 

PC and touch display based 

machine interaction. The 

is based on the SCITOS G6 platform. This platform has a rectangular 

AN bus to a main controller which is 

On the embedded PC an Ubuntu Linux 

MIRA, PEIS and ROS are installed. Furthermore, Binaries of 

Furthermore, a User Centered Design approach was used to develop a customized cover to 

users.  ROS nodes were implemented to manage the robot 

as the exchange of goods together 

The aim of the document is to give 

an overview of the user interface for accessing to the ROBOTERA services and the Human-

n. Here you can find a brief description of some key facts about the design 
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1  Introduct ion

 

The following document shows the condominium robot prototypes which are intended to use 

for the first experimental loop of the FP7 integrated project Robot

document as a prototype deliverable

involved developers during the set

briefly described. The configuration of the installed operating system, the middlew

the mapping of an unknown environment 

 

The documents refers to the deliverable D5.1 which shows the defined specification more in 

detail. 

 

2  Hardware 

 
This chapter documents the hardware components of the condominium robot(s). 

 

2 . 1  Con c e p t  a n d  G en e r a l  R o b o t  D e s i g n

 

Both condominium robots are b

SCITOS G5 platform and the other one is 

description of both platforms is given in the following sections.

 

2 . 2  SC I TOS  G5  p l a t f o rm

 

The specification of the robot 

D5.1. 

 

The SCITOS G5 platform is based on a differential

platform are: 

• Dimensions: 582mm x 753mm x 617mm (H x L x W)

• two driving wheels, one caster wheel

• high-torque EC gear motors

• 24 ultrasonic range finders, range 15..300 cm,

• bumper ring with mechanical emergency stop

• status display with 126x64 pixel graphic display with selection knob

• tools and slot nuts for fast mounting of addition

 

For the platform there was further developed and integrated a new control unit that allows 

to reduce the height of the base platform to be able to exchange goods between one robot 

and another.  

 

The platform is powered by re
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Introduct ion  

shows the condominium robot prototypes which are intended to use 

for the first experimental loop of the FP7 integrated project Robot-Era. 

as a prototype deliverable is to give an overview about the robots and to help 

elopers during the set-up. Therefore, in chapter 2 the hardware configuration is 

briefly described. The configuration of the installed operating system, the middlew

the mapping of an unknown environment and the docking function is shown in chapter

The documents refers to the deliverable D5.1 which shows the defined specification more in 

This chapter documents the hardware components of the condominium robot(s). 

Con c e p t  a n d  G en e r a l  R o b o t  D e s i g n  

Both condominium robots are based on the SCITOS robot family. One robot is based on a 

SCITOS G5 platform and the other one is based on the SCITOS G6 platform. A short 

description of both platforms is given in the following sections. 

SC I TOS  G5  p l a t f o rm  

The specification of the robot platform and the selected add-ons is described in deliverable 

The SCITOS G5 platform is based on a differential-drive system. The main features of the 

582mm x 753mm x 617mm (H x L x W) 

two driving wheels, one caster wheel 

torque EC gear motors 

24 ultrasonic range finders, range 15..300 cm, 100 ms sampling time

bumper ring with mechanical emergency stop 

126x64 pixel graphic display with selection knob

tools and slot nuts for fast mounting of additional devices 

For the platform there was further developed and integrated a new control unit that allows 

to reduce the height of the base platform to be able to exchange goods between one robot 

The platform is powered by re-chargeable battery system with the following properties:
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shows the condominium robot prototypes which are intended to use 

Era. The focus of the 

an overview about the robots and to help 

up. Therefore, in chapter 2 the hardware configuration is 

briefly described. The configuration of the installed operating system, the middleware MIRA, 

is shown in chapter 3. 

The documents refers to the deliverable D5.1 which shows the defined specification more in 

This chapter documents the hardware components of the condominium robot(s).  

ased on the SCITOS robot family. One robot is based on a 

based on the SCITOS G6 platform. A short 

ons is described in deliverable 

drive system. The main features of the 

100 ms sampling time 

126x64 pixel graphic display with selection knob 

For the platform there was further developed and integrated a new control unit that allows 

to reduce the height of the base platform to be able to exchange goods between one robot 

system with the following properties: 
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• lead-acid gel batteries, 24V, 1.008Watt

• integrated battery charger

• floor-contacts for automatic recharging

• on-board power supply: 2x 24VDC (unregulated), 2x 12 VDC, 2x 5VDC

 

The following figures show the mobile pl

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.1: Scitos Platform developed by MetraLabs
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acid gel batteries, 24V, 1.008Watt-hrs 

integrated battery charger 

contacts for automatic recharging 

board power supply: 2x 24VDC (unregulated), 2x 12 VDC, 2x 5VDC

The following figures show the mobile platform with the chosen sensors and add

 

SICK S300 
Professional laser 
range finder 

Bumper 

24 Ultrasonic 
sensors 

Space for goods to 
be transported 

Speakers 

Mounting for the 
iPad 

Pan-Tilt-unit 
D46-17 

Camera 
DFK31BF03 

Asus Xtion pro 

Touch display 

Fig.1: Scitos Platform developed by MetraLabs 
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board power supply: 2x 24VDC (unregulated), 2x 12 VDC, 2x 5VDC 

atform with the chosen sensors and add-ons. 
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For computing the platform is equipped with an industrial PC:

• Industrial embedded PC, Intel QM57 Express chipset

• CPU: Intel® Core™ i7

• RAM: 1 x 2 GB PC8300 SODIMM, HDD: at least 250 GB, SATA II

• WiFi IEEE 802.11a/b/g, 4x SATA (3 free)

• 1x PCI (occupied), 1x Mini

• 1x VGA, 2x DVI/DVI-D, 1x 18/24 bit LVDS

• 2x 1000 BaseT Ethernet, 7x USB 2.0, 

• 1x PS/2, 1x LineOut, 1x Line

• 15” touch-screen TFT display, 1024x768 pixels

• Linux operating system

 

The robot hardware was delivered in September 2012. 

2 . 3  SC I TOS  G6  p l a t f o rm

 

The hardware configuration and set

document can be found in the appendix.

 

The robot hardware was delivered in a preliminary version in September 2012 and in an 

updated version in April 2013.

 

2 . 4  S ICK  S 300  S a f e t y  L a s e r  S c ann e r

 

As described in D5.1 both robots are equipped with a SICK S300 Safety Laser Range Finder

which has the following features:

• scanning range 270deg

• angular resolution 0.5deg

• distance measuring range up to 30m

• support for user-defined safety zones

• Linux driver 

 

This sensor has two main purposes on the SCITOS robots:

• First it is used for the realization of the safety. The laser range finder supports the 

definition of safety areas. As soon as an obstacle or a human being is detected with 

the safety area, the laser range finder tri

motor controller of the robot to reduce the velocity or to stop the robot.

• Second, the range measurements of the sensor are used for the localization of the 

robot and for the navigation.

 

2 . 5  Ro l l e r s  

To perform exchange of goods together with 

developed and installed by RT. 
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For computing the platform is equipped with an industrial PC: 

Industrial embedded PC, Intel QM57 Express chipset 

CPU: Intel® Core™ i7-620M (2 x 2,66 Ghz, max. 3.333 Ghz, 4 MB Cache)

RAM: 1 x 2 GB PC8300 SODIMM, HDD: at least 250 GB, SATA II

WiFi IEEE 802.11a/b/g, 4x SATA (3 free) 

1x PCI (occupied), 1x Mini-PCI-E (occupied), 1x PCI-E(x1)(free) 

D, 1x 18/24 bit LVDS 

2x 1000 BaseT Ethernet, 7x USB 2.0, 3x Firewire 

1x PS/2, 1x LineOut, 1x Line-In, 1x Microphone, 2x RS232 

screen TFT display, 1024x768 pixels 

operating system 

The robot hardware was delivered in September 2012.  

SC I TOS  G6  p l a t f o rm  

The hardware configuration and set-up of the robot was summarized in a user manual. This 

document can be found in the appendix. 

The robot hardware was delivered in a preliminary version in September 2012 and in an 

updated version in April 2013. 

S ICK  S 300  S a f e t y  L a s e r  S c ann e r  

oth robots are equipped with a SICK S300 Safety Laser Range Finder

which has the following features: 

scanning range 270deg 

angular resolution 0.5deg 

distance measuring range up to 30m 

defined safety zones 

two main purposes on the SCITOS robots: 

First it is used for the realization of the safety. The laser range finder supports the 

definition of safety areas. As soon as an obstacle or a human being is detected with 

the safety area, the laser range finder triggers a signal, which can be used in the 

the robot to reduce the velocity or to stop the robot.

Second, the range measurements of the sensor are used for the localization of the 

robot and for the navigation. 

of goods together with Outdoor platform, a set of rollers was 

developed and installed by RT.  
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Ghz, 4 MB Cache) 

RAM: 1 x 2 GB PC8300 SODIMM, HDD: at least 250 GB, SATA II 

 

robot was summarized in a user manual. This 

The robot hardware was delivered in a preliminary version in September 2012 and in an 

oth robots are equipped with a SICK S300 Safety Laser Range Finder, 

First it is used for the realization of the safety. The laser range finder supports the 

definition of safety areas. As soon as an obstacle or a human being is detected with 

signal, which can be used in the 

the robot to reduce the velocity or to stop the robot. 

Second, the range measurements of the sensor are used for the localization of the 

Outdoor platform, a set of rollers was 
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A set of 7 rollers  are coupled two by two alternatively on the left and right side of the 

container in order to form a single chain by means of pulleys and tran

used. IR receiver and transmitter are posi

the presence and the movement of objects on the rollers. Available space for objects in the

container is 35 x 35 cm. 

 

 

2 . 6  De s i g n  o f  R o b o t

 

The first phase of experimentation

Department of Architecture University of Genoa, Faculty of Architecture Master of Science in 

Product Design and Event. A preliminary 

surveys and focus groups conducted with a sample of potential end

inspire the robot to the four fundamental parameters

interaction (that can be identified with the user needs

emotional sphere):   

1. Safety: robot's ability to prevent the perception of dangerousness 

2. Aesthetics: robot's ability

formal aspect, its colour

3. Affordance: robot's ability

4. Friendliness: robot's ability

user. 

Trying to reach the highest degree of acceptability, combining form and function in

organic way, it was decided to "dress up" each rob

appropriate geometry to express this concept

the archetypal images of the
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are coupled two by two alternatively on the left and right side of the 

order to form a single chain by means of pulleys and transmission belts

IR receiver and transmitter are positioned on the front and back to detect

the presence and the movement of objects on the rollers. Available space for objects in the

De s i g n  o f  R o b o t - E r a  C o ndom i n i um  P l a t f o rm

phase of experimentation was implemented in collaboration with DSA, Science 

Department of Architecture University of Genoa, Faculty of Architecture Master of Science in 

. A preliminary study was supported by the 

surveys and focus groups conducted with a sample of potential end-users

inspire the robot to the four fundamental parameters of acceptability for the human

(that can be identified with the user needs mainly related to intimacy and 

robot's ability to prevent the perception of dangerousness 

robot's ability to arouse feelings of familiarity in the user

colours and the materials of which it is composed

robot's ability to make evident its function. 

robot's ability to establish a positive emotional 

the highest degree of acceptability, combining form and function in

decided to "dress up" each robot with a uniform.

express this concept was put into practice by the development of

the "janitor jacket" for the Condominium Robot
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are coupled two by two alternatively on the left and right side of the 

smission belts was 

to detect 

the presence and the movement of objects on the rollers. Available space for objects in the 

o rm  

n collaboration with DSA, Science 

Department of Architecture University of Genoa, Faculty of Architecture Master of Science in 

study was supported by the outcomes of the first 

users; it was aimed to 

of acceptability for the human-robot 

mainly related to intimacy and 

robot's ability to prevent the perception of dangerousness  

in the user thanks to its 

which it is composed. 

 relationship with the 

the highest degree of acceptability, combining form and function in an 

. The research of the 

by the development of 

Robot. 
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Fig. 2 - Development of

garment worn by the janitor) 
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 of the archetypal image of the "janitor jacket" 

janitor) - for the Condominium Robot 
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jacket" - (a typical 
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3  Software 

 

This chapter summarizes the overall software architecture 

describes the installation of MIRA and CogniDrive in detail

the same basic software components and a subset of modules of the software arc

of the domestic robot, please refer to the Domestic Robot Handbook D4.2, the Robot

wiki and the SVN repository. 

This document focuses on setting up MIRA and creat

navigation framework CogniDrive.

D4.2 (“Domestic robot platform specification”).

3 . 1  Ove r a l l  S o f twa r e  A r c h i t e c t u r e

 

Within the Robot-Era project, the different robot types are using the same software 

architecture. This allows an easy exchange o

and the re-use of software modules on the different systems. Figure 1 shows the full 

software architecture of the robots.

 

Fig. 4 - Condominium Robot C
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This chapter summarizes the overall software architecture of the condominium robot

describes the installation of MIRA and CogniDrive in detail. As the condominium robot uses 

the same basic software components and a subset of modules of the software arc

of the domestic robot, please refer to the Domestic Robot Handbook D4.2, the Robot

wiki and the SVN repository.  

This document focuses on setting up MIRA and creation of maps for the localization and 

navigation framework CogniDrive. The installation and configuration of ROS is described is 

D4.2 (“Domestic robot platform specification”). 

Ove r a l l  S o f twa r e  A r c h i t e c t u r e  

Era project, the different robot types are using the same software 

architecture. This allows an easy exchange of information between the different platforms 

use of software modules on the different systems. Figure 1 shows the full 

software architecture of the robots. 

ondominium Robot CAD 3D rendering 
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the condominium robot and 

. As the condominium robot uses 

the same basic software components and a subset of modules of the software architecture 

of the domestic robot, please refer to the Domestic Robot Handbook D4.2, the Robot-Era 

maps for the localization and 

llation and configuration of ROS is described is 

Era project, the different robot types are using the same software 

f information between the different platforms 

use of software modules on the different systems. Figure 1 shows the full 
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Fig. 5 - Software Architecture of t

 

 

 

PEIS Middleware 

The PEIS middleware will be used to interact with the different robotic platforms (domestic, 

condominium and outdoor robot). It provides a unique interface to the robotic services of 

the overall platform. Every robotic platform is a PEIS in

PEIS ecology. 

 

MIRA 

MIRA provides the main interface to the SCITOS 

services of the robot, e.g. localization, navigation, collision avoidance (provided by the

CogniDrive component).  

 

 

ROS 

ROS provides interfaces to functionalities related to manipulation and grasping. It integrates

arm specific characteristics, e.g. the inverse kinematics and provides a high

to control the arm. 
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Software Architecture of the robot platform with the main 

The PEIS middleware will be used to interact with the different robotic platforms (domestic, 

condominium and outdoor robot). It provides a unique interface to the robotic services of 

the overall platform. Every robotic platform is a PEIS in the sense of being a part of the 

main interface to the SCITOS robotic platform. It is responsible for

services of the robot, e.g. localization, navigation, collision avoidance (provided by the

ROS provides interfaces to functionalities related to manipulation and grasping. It integrates

arm specific characteristics, e.g. the inverse kinematics and provides a high
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main components. 

The PEIS middleware will be used to interact with the different robotic platforms (domestic, 

condominium and outdoor robot). It provides a unique interface to the robotic services of 

the sense of being a part of the 

robotic platform. It is responsible for basic 

services of the robot, e.g. localization, navigation, collision avoidance (provided by the 

ROS provides interfaces to functionalities related to manipulation and grasping. It integrates 

arm specific characteristics, e.g. the inverse kinematics and provides a high-level interface 
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3 . 2  So f twa r e  I n s t a l l a t i o n  a n d  S

 

The follow section describes 

is a subset of the packages of MIRA

3.2.1 Remarks before the installation

 

The following instructions explain how to install a binary version of MIRA on 

robot. Binaries are available for the following operation systems:

• Ubuntu 12.04LTS, 32bit

• Ubuntu 12.04LTS, 64bit

• Redhat Enterprise Linux / 

 

The installer script can be requested and downloaded via the following URL:

http://www.mira-project.org/joomla

 

The instructions in this section 

already downloaded, that you're working as user 

the machine. 

 

Furthermore, these instructions will install MIRA in the directory 

be installed in another directory. In this case, all directory names and environment variables 

have to be set accordingly.  

 

3.2.2 Installation of MIRA

 

The following instruction explain, how to install the MIRA base system:

 

Ubuntu 12.04LTS, 32 bit: 

> sudo bash ./mira-

 

Please use the directory 

 

> sudo chown -R demo.demo .config/mira

 

 

Ubuntu 12.04LTS, 64 bit: 

> sudo bash ./mira-

 

Please use the directory 

 

> sudo chown -R demo.demo .config/mira
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So f twa r e  I n s t a l l a t i o n  a n d  S e t u p  

 the installation and setup of MIRA and CogniDrive. CogniDrive 

is a subset of the packages of MIRA-commercial. 

Remarks before the installation 

explain how to install a binary version of MIRA on 

robot. Binaries are available for the following operation systems: 

Ubuntu 12.04LTS, 32bit 

Ubuntu 12.04LTS, 64bit 

Redhat Enterprise Linux / CentOS 6.x, 32bit 

The installer script can be requested and downloaded via the following URL:

project.org/joomla-mira/index.php/resources/installer

in this section assume, that the installer script mira-

already downloaded, that you're working as user demo and that root access is available on 

Furthermore, these instructions will install MIRA in the directory /opt.

be installed in another directory. In this case, all directory names and environment variables 

 

Installation of MIRA 

The following instruction explain, how to install the MIRA base system: 

 

-installer-binary.sh ubuntu-1204lts-

Please use the directory /opt/MIRA for installation. 

R demo.demo .config/mira 

 

-installer-binary.sh ubuntu-1204lts-

Please use the directory /opt/MIRA for installation. 

R demo.demo .config/mira 
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the installation and setup of MIRA and CogniDrive. CogniDrive 

explain how to install a binary version of MIRA on a SCITOS 

The installer script can be requested and downloaded via the following URL: 

mira/index.php/resources/installer-download 

-installer-binary.sh is 

access is available on 

 Of course, MIRA can 

be installed in another directory. In this case, all directory names and environment variables 

 

i686 

x64  
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Redhat Enterprise Linux, CentOS 6.x:

> su - 

> ./mira-installer-

 

Please use the directory 

 

Now all basic MIRA packages will be downloaded and installed on your machine.

packages are installed, please put the following configuration to your environment (typically 

you should use the file ~/.bashrc

 

###################################################

# MIRA configuration 

 

export MIRA_PATH=/opt/MIRA 

export LD_LIBRARY_PATH=${LD_LIBRARY_PATH}:/opt/MIRA/lib 

export PATH=${PATH}:/opt/MIRA/bin

 

3.2.3 Installation of MIRA

 

First, a new MIRA environment for MI

 

Ubuntu 12.04LTS: 

> sudo -s 

> source ~demo/.bashrc 

> mirawizard -e MIRA

> exit  

 

CentOS 6.x: 

> su -  

> source ~demo/.bashrc 

> mirawizard -e MIRA

> exit 

 

Now, the environment variables

 

#################################################################

# MIRA-commercial configuration 

export MIRA_PATH=${MIRA_PATH}:/opt/MIRA

export LD_LIBRARY_PATH=${LD_LIBRARY_PATH}:/opt/MIRA

 

In the next step, the MIRA-commercial repository must be added to 

 

Ubuntu 12.04LTS, 32 bit: 

> sudo -s 
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CentOS 6.x: 

-binary.sh redhat-el6-i686 

Please use the directory /opt/MIRA for installation. 

MIRA packages will be downloaded and installed on your machine.

packages are installed, please put the following configuration to your environment (typically 

~/.bashrc): 

#################################################################

# MIRA configuration  

export MIRA_PATH=/opt/MIRA  

export LD_LIBRARY_PATH=${LD_LIBRARY_PATH}:/opt/MIRA/lib 

export PATH=${PATH}:/opt/MIRA/bin 

Installation of MIRA-commercial 

First, a new MIRA environment for MIRA-commercial has to be created:

> source ~demo/.bashrc  

e MIRA-commercial /opt/MIRA-commercial  

> source ~demo/.bashrc  

e MIRA-commercial /opt/MIRA-commercial 

variables have to be updated as follows: 

#################################################################

commercial configuration  

export MIRA_PATH=${MIRA_PATH}:/opt/MIRA-commercial  

export LD_LIBRARY_PATH=${LD_LIBRARY_PATH}:/opt/MIRA-commercial/

commercial repository must be added to mirapackage
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MIRA packages will be downloaded and installed on your machine. After all 

packages are installed, please put the following configuration to your environment (typically 

############## 

export LD_LIBRARY_PATH=${LD_LIBRARY_PATH}:/opt/MIRA/lib  

created: 

################################################################# 

commercial/lib 

mirapackage: 
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> source ~demo/.bashrc 

> mirapackage –addurl 

ftp://ftp.metralabs

ubuntu-

 

Ubuntu 12.04LTS, 64 bit: 

> sudo -s 

> source ~demo/.bashrc 

> mirapackage –addurl 

ftp://ftp.metralabs

ubuntu-

 

CentOS 6.x: 

> su - 

> source ~demo/.bashrc 

> mirapackage –addurl 

ftp://ftp.metralabs

redhat-

 

Now, please start mirapackage
list of recommenced packages can be found is the next section.

 

 

Note: To use the packages of the MIRA

necessary! The license file must be copied in the di

 

3.2.4 MIRA Package List for CogniDrive

A typically installation of MIRA

Toolboxes: 

CAN  

DeviceManager  

MapBuilderBase  

MapBuilderGUI  

Maps  

Mapping  

ReferencePoints 

Domains: 

can/CANDriver 

localization/Poseido

localization/PersistentLocalization
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> source ~demo/.bashrc  

addurl \ 

ftp://ftp.metralabs-service.com/repos/MIRA-commercial/ 

-1204lts-i686/MIRA-commercial.repo 

 

> source ~demo/.bashrc  

addurl \ 

ftp://ftp.metralabs-service.com/repos/MIRA-commercial/ 

-1204lts-x64/MIRA-commercial.repo 

> source ~demo/.bashrc  

addurl \ 

ftp://ftp.metralabs-service.com/repos/MIRA-commercial/ 

-el6-i686/MIRA-commercial.repo 

mirapackage, Reindex all repositories and install the desired packages. A 
list of recommenced packages can be found is the next section. 

To use the packages of the MIRA-commercial repository, a valid license file is 

The license file must be copied in the directory /opt/MIRA-licenses

MIRA Package List for CogniDrive 

A typically installation of MIRA-CogniDrive consists of the following packages:

localization/Poseidon 

localization/PersistentLocalization 
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commercial/ \ 

commercial/ \ 

commercial/ \ 

all repositories and install the desired packages. A 

commercial repository, a valid license file is 

licenses. 

CogniDrive consists of the following packages: 
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mapping/OccupancyGridLoader

mapping/OccupancyGridMapper

mapping/OccupancyGridMappingModule

mapping/OccupancyGridMerger

mapping/PathTransformModule

navigation/Pilot 

navigation/PilotNogoAreas 

navigation/PilotVarResDynamicWindow 

robot/RobotModelPublisher

robot/SCITOS 

robot/SCITOSConfigs 

sensors/RangeFinder 

 

3.2.5 SCITOS configuration file

 

To deal with the different possible SCITOS configuration options, a global configuration file 

should be used. The example configurations in the package SCITOSConfigs assume, that 

this file is located at: 

 /opt/SCITOS/SCITOSRobotAttributes.xml

 

Example configuration file: 

 
<root>  

    <!-- Type of robot [SCITOS-

    <var robot="SCITOS-G5" />  

    <!-- Type of mounted front laser [SickS300, LeuzeRS4, Hokuyo

    <var frontLaser="SickS300" /> 

    <!-- Type of mounted back laser [none, SickS300, LeuzeRS4, Hokuyo

    <var rearLaser="none" />  

    <!-- Does the robot have sonar 

    <var sonar="true" />  

    <!-- Body type for G6 robots [normal, tray] 

    <var bodyType="normal" />  

    <!-- Cover type for A5 and G5 robots [2008, 2011, 2012] 

         2008 = Older robots with cover with stabilizers 

         2011 = Older robots with cover without stabilizers 

         2012 = Newer robots with more field of view for the laser. 

    <var coverType="2012" />  

    <!-- Cover color r g b --> 

    <var color="1 0 0" />  

    <!-- Only for G5 robots. Does the robot have a human machine interface (display, head) 

    <var hmi="true" />  

</root> 

 

3.2.6 MIRA Resources on the Web

 

The MIRA reference documentation is available as an online documentation via the following 

URL. 

http://www.mira-project.org/MIRA
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apping/OccupancyGridLoader 

mapping/OccupancyGridMapper 

mapping/OccupancyGridMappingModule 

mapping/OccupancyGridMerger 

apping/PathTransformModule 

 

PilotNogoAreas  

navigation/PilotVarResDynamicWindow  

robot/RobotModelPublisher 

robot/SCITOSConfigs  

sensors/RangeFinder  

SCITOS configuration file 

To deal with the different possible SCITOS configuration options, a global configuration file 

should be used. The example configurations in the package SCITOSConfigs assume, that 

/opt/SCITOS/SCITOSRobotAttributes.xml 

-G3, SCITOS-A5, SCITOS-G5, SCITOS-G6, SCITOS-

 

Type of mounted front laser [SickS300, LeuzeRS4, Hokuyo-URG-04LX, LZRU901] 

<var frontLaser="SickS300" />  

mounted back laser [none, SickS300, LeuzeRS4, Hokuyo-URG-04LX, LZRU901] 

Does the robot have sonar -->  

Body type for G6 robots [normal, tray] -->  

 

Cover type for A5 and G5 robots [2008, 2011, 2012]  

008 = Older robots with cover with stabilizers  

011 = Older robots with cover without stabilizers  

012 = Newer robots with more field of view for the laser. -->  

>  

Only for G5 robots. Does the robot have a human machine interface (display, head) 

MIRA Resources on the Web 

reference documentation is available as an online documentation via the following 

project.org/MIRA-doc/index.html 
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To deal with the different possible SCITOS configuration options, a global configuration file 

should be used. The example configurations in the package SCITOSConfigs assume, that 

-G6-small] -->  

04LX, LZRU901] -->  

04LX, LZRU901] -->  

Only for G5 robots. Does the robot have a human machine interface (display, head) -->  

reference documentation is available as an online documentation via the following 
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These documentation contains a description of the basic con

documentation of the base, the framework and some important tool

descriptions of the most important 

 

For some frequently asked questions (FAQs) the following forum is availabl

 http://www.mira-project.org/osqa/

 

Furthermore, an announcement mailing list is available. On this mailing list new software 

release, important updates, and other import MIRA news will be announced:

Adresse: news@mira-project.org 

Subscribe here: http://www.mira

 

3 . 3  Mapp i n g  w i t h  a  S C I TOS  r o b o t

 

3.3.1 General mapping process

 

In a nutshell, the mapping process consists of driving the robot around the environment to 

be mapped while collecting sensor measurements of the environment's structure, or rather 

obstacles. This sensor data, combined with the measurement positions, yields

obstacle positions in global coordinates, which converts easily into any map representation. 

However, there is a practical problem to this process: 

The robot's position and orientation (henceforth called "pose") accumulates small errors 

along the way.  

This is because the robot's odometry is susceptible to systematic and non

Due to the nature of differential drives, most translational errors result from falsely 

perceived rotations due to uneven floors or wheel slippage. For sma

negligible. When mapping a room, for example, the range of the robot's laser range finder 

most likely covers most of the room with a single measurement. To get the "full picture" of 

the room's structure, the robot needs not drive 

Small enough, in fact, that the map will be of good quality without any noticeable 

distortions due to odometry errors.

Fig. 6 - Map of an approximately 6m x 6m area as seen by one laser range scan.

 

For larger environments, these errors become a problem. The uncertainty of the robot's 

pose grows proportional to the distance the robot has driven. Imagine mapping a long 

corridor of 50m length, during which the robot accumulates a constant drift to the left.

the end of the corridor, the pose reads (x,y)=(49.2m, 1.7m) instead of the actual position 

(50m, 0m). Instead of a straight map of the corridor, we get a sort of "banana" shaped m

as seen in the picture below.
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These documentation contains a description of the basic concepts of MIRA and an API 

documentation of the base, the framework and some important tool

of the most important toolboxes and domains are available.

For some frequently asked questions (FAQs) the following forum is availabl

project.org/osqa/ 

Furthermore, an announcement mailing list is available. On this mailing list new software 

release, important updates, and other import MIRA news will be announced:

project.org  

http://www.mira-project.org/mailman/listinfo/news

Mapp i n g  w i t h  a  S C I TOS  r o b o t  

General mapping process 

In a nutshell, the mapping process consists of driving the robot around the environment to 

be mapped while collecting sensor measurements of the environment's structure, or rather 

obstacles. This sensor data, combined with the measurement positions, yields

obstacle positions in global coordinates, which converts easily into any map representation. 

However, there is a practical problem to this process:  

The robot's position and orientation (henceforth called "pose") accumulates small errors 

This is because the robot's odometry is susceptible to systematic and non

Due to the nature of differential drives, most translational errors result from falsely 

perceived rotations due to uneven floors or wheel slippage. For small areas, this problem is 

negligible. When mapping a room, for example, the range of the robot's laser range finder 

most likely covers most of the room with a single measurement. To get the "full picture" of 

the room's structure, the robot needs not drive very far, so the pose error stays quite small. 

Small enough, in fact, that the map will be of good quality without any noticeable 

distortions due to odometry errors. 

 

Map of an approximately 6m x 6m area as seen by one laser range scan.

larger environments, these errors become a problem. The uncertainty of the robot's 

pose grows proportional to the distance the robot has driven. Imagine mapping a long 

corridor of 50m length, during which the robot accumulates a constant drift to the left.

the end of the corridor, the pose reads (x,y)=(49.2m, 1.7m) instead of the actual position 

(50m, 0m). Instead of a straight map of the corridor, we get a sort of "banana" shaped m

as seen in the picture below. 
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cepts of MIRA and an API 

documentation of the base, the framework and some important toolboxes. Furthermore, 

available. 

For some frequently asked questions (FAQs) the following forum is available: 

Furthermore, an announcement mailing list is available. On this mailing list new software 

release, important updates, and other import MIRA news will be announced: 

project.org/mailman/listinfo/news 

In a nutshell, the mapping process consists of driving the robot around the environment to 

be mapped while collecting sensor measurements of the environment's structure, or rather 

obstacles. This sensor data, combined with the measurement positions, yields a set of 

obstacle positions in global coordinates, which converts easily into any map representation. 

The robot's position and orientation (henceforth called "pose") accumulates small errors 

This is because the robot's odometry is susceptible to systematic and non-systematic errors. 

Due to the nature of differential drives, most translational errors result from falsely 

ll areas, this problem is 

negligible. When mapping a room, for example, the range of the robot's laser range finder 

most likely covers most of the room with a single measurement. To get the "full picture" of 

very far, so the pose error stays quite small. 

Small enough, in fact, that the map will be of good quality without any noticeable 

Map of an approximately 6m x 6m area as seen by one laser range scan. 

larger environments, these errors become a problem. The uncertainty of the robot's 

pose grows proportional to the distance the robot has driven. Imagine mapping a long 

corridor of 50m length, during which the robot accumulates a constant drift to the left. At 

the end of the corridor, the pose reads (x,y)=(49.2m, 1.7m) instead of the actual position 

(50m, 0m). Instead of a straight map of the corridor, we get a sort of "banana" shaped map 
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Fig. 7 - Map of a straight corridor d

 

How to counter this problem? The answer is to tell the robot its actual position from time to 

time, so that it can correct the accumulated pose error and continue mapping a distortion

free map. 

 

Coordinate systems 

 

To be able to do that, we need to have a coordinate system for our environment 

otherwise, it would be impossible to specify the actual current position of the robot. Some 

factory halls and other industrial buildings already have a fixed coordinate sys

can be read from the floorplans. In most cases, however, the environment (i.e. an 

apartment) has no fixed coordinate system 

 

Let's examine the robot's own coordinate frame. The image below shows the orientation of 

the coordinate axes against the contour of a SCITOS A5 robot. Axis 

forward driving direction of the robot.

 

Fig. 8 - Orientation of the robot's coordinate system.
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Map of a straight corridor distorted by an accumulated odometry error.

How to counter this problem? The answer is to tell the robot its actual position from time to 

time, so that it can correct the accumulated pose error and continue mapping a distortion

To be able to do that, we need to have a coordinate system for our environment 

otherwise, it would be impossible to specify the actual current position of the robot. Some 

factory halls and other industrial buildings already have a fixed coordinate sys

can be read from the floorplans. In most cases, however, the environment (i.e. an 

apartment) has no fixed coordinate system - it needs to be determined. 

Let's examine the robot's own coordinate frame. The image below shows the orientation of 

he coordinate axes against the contour of a SCITOS A5 robot. Axis x
forward driving direction of the robot. 

 

Orientation of the robot's coordinate system.
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istorted by an accumulated odometry error. 

How to counter this problem? The answer is to tell the robot its actual position from time to 

time, so that it can correct the accumulated pose error and continue mapping a distortion-

To be able to do that, we need to have a coordinate system for our environment - 

otherwise, it would be impossible to specify the actual current position of the robot. Some 

factory halls and other industrial buildings already have a fixed coordinate system, which 

can be read from the floorplans. In most cases, however, the environment (i.e. an 

it needs to be determined.  

Let's examine the robot's own coordinate frame. The image below shows the orientation of 

x is equivalent to the 

Orientation of the robot's coordinate system. 
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Using this coordinate system orientation, we can define a coordinate

environment being mapped by specifying a certain point as the origin 

us to measure the coordinates of distinct points in the environment, which we shall call 

"reference points". The picture below shows a map of dimensi

20m, with some example reference points added.

 

Fig. 9 - Map of an office complex with proposed reference points.

 

While mapping, those points are used to tell the robot its actual current position, so the 

accumulated pose error is reset to zero. This means that we do not need to tell the robot 

where it is all the time - only at sensible intervals. 

A good rule of thumb is that every 

position.  

 

Reference points 

 

We call those positions "reference points", because they provide a reference position with 

which the robot can correct its accumulated pose error. Depending 

environment being mapped, we need to determine a number of reference points.

Some guidelines for determining reference points in your environment: 

• Use distinctive points in the environment like intersections, door steps, middles o

ends of corridors, etc. 

• Use points for which the coordinates can be determined easily 

door at approximate coordinates (12.3m, 1.2m), rather use the intersection of 

corridors at (15m, 0m). 
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Using this coordinate system orientation, we can define a coordinate

environment being mapped by specifying a certain point as the origin (0m,0m)

us to measure the coordinates of distinct points in the environment, which we shall call 

"reference points". The picture below shows a map of dimensions approximately 20m times 

20m, with some example reference points added. 

Map of an office complex with proposed reference points.

While mapping, those points are used to tell the robot its actual current position, so the 

accumulated pose error is reset to zero. This means that we do not need to tell the robot 

only at sensible intervals.  

b is that every 10 to 20 meters, the robot should be told its actual 

We call those positions "reference points", because they provide a reference position with 

which the robot can correct its accumulated pose error. Depending on the dimensions of the 

environment being mapped, we need to determine a number of reference points.

Some guidelines for determining reference points in your environment: 

Use distinctive points in the environment like intersections, door steps, middles o

ends of corridors, etc.  

Use points for which the coordinates can be determined easily 

door at approximate coordinates (12.3m, 1.2m), rather use the intersection of 

corridors at (15m, 0m).  
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Using this coordinate system orientation, we can define a coordinate system for the 

(0m,0m). This enables 

us to measure the coordinates of distinct points in the environment, which we shall call 

ons approximately 20m times 

 

Map of an office complex with proposed reference points. 

While mapping, those points are used to tell the robot its actual current position, so the 

accumulated pose error is reset to zero. This means that we do not need to tell the robot 

, the robot should be told its actual 

We call those positions "reference points", because they provide a reference position with 

on the dimensions of the 

environment being mapped, we need to determine a number of reference points. 

Some guidelines for determining reference points in your environment:  

Use distinctive points in the environment like intersections, door steps, middles or 

Use points for which the coordinates can be determined easily - e.g. don't use the 

door at approximate coordinates (12.3m, 1.2m), rather use the intersection of 
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• Try to align your points 

from a previous point, determining the coordinates becomes a lot easier. 

• Use points that are on the most convenient path to drive 

maneuveur into a tight corner just to reach a referenc

• Consider the way the pose error accumulates 

and fast for rotations. Therefore, a reference point every 10m

corridor, but when driving around a sharp corner, consider placing a reference

before and after the corner. Also note that odometry error might accumulate faster 

or slower for different robots, and can significantly depend on the floor surface. 

 

3.3.2 Using the SimpleMapper

 

An easy and recommended way to build a map using MIRA too

This tool provides the ability to build a map of your production enviro

clicks, using the same algorithms as the MapBuilder and MapRecorder tools but abstracting 

away a lot of the complexity. SimpleMapper use

odometry errors of the robot

The mapping process can be divided into two parts: 

1. Recording sensor data of the environment 

2. Building the map from the recorded data 

This section will show you how to use 

 

First, open the tool in miracenter using "Window 

and selecting the entry SimpleMapper

like the one pictured below, even though the size a

depending on your operating system and previous configuration.

 

Fig. 10 - Simple Mapper: start of procedure
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Try to align your points - if every new point is on a horizontal or vertical straight line 

from a previous point, determining the coordinates becomes a lot easier. 

Use points that are on the most convenient path to drive - don't make the robot 

maneuveur into a tight corner just to reach a reference point.  

Consider the way the pose error accumulates - slowly for driving relatively straight, 

and fast for rotations. Therefore, a reference point every 10m

corridor, but when driving around a sharp corner, consider placing a reference

before and after the corner. Also note that odometry error might accumulate faster 

or slower for different robots, and can significantly depend on the floor surface. 

Using the SimpleMapper 

An easy and recommended way to build a map using MIRA tools is to use SimpleMapper.

This tool provides the ability to build a map of your production environ

clicks, using the same algorithms as the MapBuilder and MapRecorder tools but abstracting 

away a lot of the complexity. SimpleMapper uses reference points to correct the inherent 

odometry errors of the robot. 

The mapping process can be divided into two parts:  

Recording sensor data of the environment  

Building the map from the recorded data  

will show you how to use SimpleMapper to build maps. 

First, open the tool in miracenter using "Window -> Show views" (or by pressing CTRL+D) 

SimpleMapper in the "Mapping" category. You should see a window 

like the one pictured below, even though the size and appearance of the tool may vary 

depending on your operating system and previous configuration. 

Simple Mapper: start of procedure 
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nt is on a horizontal or vertical straight line 

from a previous point, determining the coordinates becomes a lot easier.  

don't make the robot 

slowly for driving relatively straight, 

and fast for rotations. Therefore, a reference point every 10m-20m is enough in a 

corridor, but when driving around a sharp corner, consider placing a reference point 

before and after the corner. Also note that odometry error might accumulate faster 

or slower for different robots, and can significantly depend on the floor surface.  

ls is to use SimpleMapper. 

nment with only a few 

clicks, using the same algorithms as the MapBuilder and MapRecorder tools but abstracting 

s reference points to correct the inherent 

> Show views" (or by pressing CTRL+D) 

in the "Mapping" category. You should see a window 

nd appearance of the tool may vary 
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3.3.3 Managing reference points

 

To add a reference point, click the green + button on the right hand side. This

entry to the list of reference points, which you can edit in

values. Each point has a Remove

available reference points. Using the 

list of reference points can be saved to harddisk or restored from it. It is a good idea to 

save the reference points if you plan to map this area again (e.g. after some inventory has 

been moved around). 

It is also possible to start mapping without using reference points, e.g. for small areas.

 

3.3.4 Recording the mapping data

 

After specifying all required reference points, the area to be mapped needs to be recorded. 

Please align the robot parallel to the desired x axis of your coo

that the map is aligned correctly and makes extending the map easier later on. You may 

also specify the map coordinates / position where you want the mapping to start.

If you are unsure, just align the robot parallel to the nearest outer wall of your building. 

Using (0,0) as starting coordinates is the default, and a perfectly fine choice. Only change 

this if you need the map to start somewhere else. 

To start recording, click on the red 

switch to recording mode and will start to record data.

 

 

Fig. 11 - Simple Mapper: recording the mapping data
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Managing reference points 

To add a reference point, click the green + button on the right hand side. This

entry to the list of reference points, which you can edit in-place by double

Remove button (last column), that will remove it from the list of 

available reference points. Using the Save and Load buttons next to the "Add" button, the 

list of reference points can be saved to harddisk or restored from it. It is a good idea to 

save the reference points if you plan to map this area again (e.g. after some inventory has 

o start mapping without using reference points, e.g. for small areas.

Recording the mapping data 

After specifying all required reference points, the area to be mapped needs to be recorded. 

Please align the robot parallel to the desired x axis of your coordinate system. This ensures 

that the map is aligned correctly and makes extending the map easier later on. You may 

also specify the map coordinates / position where you want the mapping to start.

If you are unsure, just align the robot parallel to the nearest outer wall of your building. 

Using (0,0) as starting coordinates is the default, and a perfectly fine choice. Only change 

this if you need the map to start somewhere else.  

click on the red Record icon on the lower right side. The tool will now 

switch to recording mode and will start to record data. 

recording the mapping data 
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To add a reference point, click the green + button on the right hand side. This will add an 

place by double-clicking on the 

button (last column), that will remove it from the list of 

next to the "Add" button, the 

list of reference points can be saved to harddisk or restored from it. It is a good idea to 

save the reference points if you plan to map this area again (e.g. after some inventory has 

o start mapping without using reference points, e.g. for small areas. 

After specifying all required reference points, the area to be mapped needs to be recorded. 

rdinate system. This ensures 

that the map is aligned correctly and makes extending the map easier later on. You may 

also specify the map coordinates / position where you want the mapping to start. 

If you are unsure, just align the robot parallel to the nearest outer wall of your building. 

Using (0,0) as starting coordinates is the default, and a perfectly fine choice. Only change 

icon on the lower right side. The tool will now 
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Each reference point's "Remove" button has now changed to a "Log" button, which will log 

the corresponding point when clicked. If you haven't specified reference points or have 

forgotten one, you may use the separate 

Think of this feature as one-

 

3.3.5 Interaction while recording

 

To the right, there are two widgets for your convenience:

• Logging History widget

• Drive widget 

The Logging History widget enables you to keep track of the chronological order of 

reference point logging events. More importantly, this widget provides the ability to 

the logging of a reference point by using the small "Undo" buttons next to each hi

entry. In non-trivial mapping environments, and when using touch

the wrong reference point by accident, which would distort the driven path and corrupt the 

recorded map. If this should happen, simply undo the logging using 

widget. 

The Drive widget connects to your robot's drive interface and enables you to send driving 

commands to the motors. While the widget's buttons can be used to drive the robot, it is 

much more intuitive and comfortable to use the ar

While the drive widget is active (i.e. focused), the following key mappings hold true:

 

• Left: Increase rotational velocity (i.e. steer left).

• Right: Decrease rotational velocity (i.e. steer right).

• Up: Increase translati

• Down: Decrease translational velocity (i.e. deccelerate) and reset rotational 

velocity. 

• Space or Ctrl: Reset translational velocity (i.e. stop robot).

 

The green arrow in the upper left corner 

focused and therefore enabled for keyboard control. If the focus is lost, the icon will switch 

to a red cross. If you should happen to bump into an obstacle, you can unlock the robot's 

safety mechanism (i.e. disabling the motors on contact with an obstacle) using the 

bumper button. If the robot doesn't move despite sending drive commands, you may need 

to try a different drive service in the preferences.

While recording, you should drive the robot a

environment is perceived by the robot's range finder. Whenever the robot is located at the 

position of a previously defined reference point, use the corresponding button to log that 

position. These reference positions w

creating the map. 

 

3.3.6 Building the map 

 

To stop recording, click the black 

using the recorded data. The progress bar will keep you up to date about the p

the operation (see image below).
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Each reference point's "Remove" button has now changed to a "Log" button, which will log 

the corresponding point when clicked. If you haven't specified reference points or have 

forgotten one, you may use the separate Log button to directly log the robot's 

-time creation and logging of a reference point

Interaction while recording 

To the right, there are two widgets for your convenience: 

Logging History widget 

The Logging History widget enables you to keep track of the chronological order of 

reference point logging events. More importantly, this widget provides the ability to 

the logging of a reference point by using the small "Undo" buttons next to each hi

trivial mapping environments, and when using touch screens, it is easy to log 

the wrong reference point by accident, which would distort the driven path and corrupt the 

recorded map. If this should happen, simply undo the logging using 

The Drive widget connects to your robot's drive interface and enables you to send driving 

commands to the motors. While the widget's buttons can be used to drive the robot, it is 

much more intuitive and comfortable to use the arrow keys on your keyboard to drive. 

While the drive widget is active (i.e. focused), the following key mappings hold true:

: Increase rotational velocity (i.e. steer left). 

: Decrease rotational velocity (i.e. steer right). 

: Increase translational velocity (i.e. accelerate) and reset rotational velocity.

: Decrease translational velocity (i.e. deccelerate) and reset rotational 

: Reset translational velocity (i.e. stop robot). 

The green arrow in the upper left corner of the drive widget indicates whether it is currently 

focused and therefore enabled for keyboard control. If the focus is lost, the icon will switch 

to a red cross. If you should happen to bump into an obstacle, you can unlock the robot's 

(i.e. disabling the motors on contact with an obstacle) using the 

button. If the robot doesn't move despite sending drive commands, you may need 

to try a different drive service in the preferences. 

While recording, you should drive the robot around, making sure every part of the 

environment is perceived by the robot's range finder. Whenever the robot is located at the 

position of a previously defined reference point, use the corresponding button to log that 

position. These reference positions will then be used to correct the robot's path before 

To stop recording, click the black Stop button. The tool will now start building the map 

using the recorded data. The progress bar will keep you up to date about the p

the operation (see image below). 
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Each reference point's "Remove" button has now changed to a "Log" button, which will log 

the corresponding point when clicked. If you haven't specified reference points or have 

button to directly log the robot's position. 

time creation and logging of a reference point. 

The Logging History widget enables you to keep track of the chronological order of 

reference point logging events. More importantly, this widget provides the ability to Undo 

the logging of a reference point by using the small "Undo" buttons next to each history 

screens, it is easy to log 

the wrong reference point by accident, which would distort the driven path and corrupt the 

recorded map. If this should happen, simply undo the logging using the Logging History 

The Drive widget connects to your robot's drive interface and enables you to send driving 

commands to the motors. While the widget's buttons can be used to drive the robot, it is 

row keys on your keyboard to drive. 

While the drive widget is active (i.e. focused), the following key mappings hold true: 

onal velocity (i.e. accelerate) and reset rotational velocity. 

: Decrease translational velocity (i.e. deccelerate) and reset rotational 

of the drive widget indicates whether it is currently 

focused and therefore enabled for keyboard control. If the focus is lost, the icon will switch 

to a red cross. If you should happen to bump into an obstacle, you can unlock the robot's 

(i.e. disabling the motors on contact with an obstacle) using the Reset 

button. If the robot doesn't move despite sending drive commands, you may need 

round, making sure every part of the 

environment is perceived by the robot's range finder. Whenever the robot is located at the 

position of a previously defined reference point, use the corresponding button to log that 

ill then be used to correct the robot's path before 

button. The tool will now start building the map 

using the recorded data. The progress bar will keep you up to date about the progress of 
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As soon as the mapping has finished, the generated map will be displayed. You can now 

save the map using the Save map

directory, e.g. "map". The tool will then create the necessary files for the created map, 

including templates for nogo and speed maps. To reset the tool to its initial 

Return button. 

If all you need is the PNG and XML file, you can also use the 

button. 

 

3.3.7 Parameters 

 

Because the tool is meant to be simple, there are few customizable parameters. To access 

those options, use the Settings

recording or mapping starts).

 

Fig. 12 - Simple Mapper: mapping finished
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As soon as the mapping has finished, the generated map will be displayed. You can now 

Save map button on the lower right side. Specify a filename and 

directory, e.g. "map". The tool will then create the necessary files for the created map, 

including templates for nogo and speed maps. To reset the tool to its initial 

If all you need is the PNG and XML file, you can also use the Save map (only png+xml)

Because the tool is meant to be simple, there are few customizable parameters. To access 

Settings button on the right hand side (only available before 

recording or mapping starts). 

mapping finished 
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As soon as the mapping has finished, the generated map will be displayed. You can now 

button on the lower right side. Specify a filename and 

directory, e.g. "map". The tool will then create the necessary files for the created map, 

including templates for nogo and speed maps. To reset the tool to its initial state, click the 

Save map (only png+xml) 

Because the tool is meant to be simple, there are few customizable parameters. To access 

e (only available before 
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The parameter Map resolution

created (in meters). The bigger the cell size, the fewer details the map will contain.

The parameter Previous map

which is supposed to be used as a starting point for mapping. This allows "iterative 

mapping", e.g. first mapping one half of the area, saving the map, and then mapping the 

other half, using the first map as the starting point, i.e. specifying it as the "Previous map".

The parameter Map offset allows specifying a coordinate offset, if the mapping takes place 

at a significant distance to the coordinate system origin (0,0). This enables producing small 

map files by translating the origin by the specified offset.

The parameter Range finder

mapping. Every channel providing RangeData is considered and listed here.

The parameter Drive service

driving, in case your robot has several drive or motor controller interfaces.

The parameter Robot frame

likely you should not have to touch this setting. If your map appears to be collapsed to a 

small area, it is possible that 

 

3 . 4  Do c k i n g  w i t h  a  S C I TOS  r o b o t

 

3.4.1 About docking 

 

Docking referes to a precise and deliberate approach of a vehicle towards a certain physical 

structure (like with spacecrafts and space stations, only in this case with robot

Fig. 13 - Simple Mapper: preferences
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Map resolution allows specifying the cell size of the grid map that will be 

created (in meters). The bigger the cell size, the fewer details the map will contain.

Previous map allows specifying an *.xml of a previously generated map, 

e used as a starting point for mapping. This allows "iterative 

mapping", e.g. first mapping one half of the area, saving the map, and then mapping the 

other half, using the first map as the starting point, i.e. specifying it as the "Previous map".

allows specifying a coordinate offset, if the mapping takes place 

at a significant distance to the coordinate system origin (0,0). This enables producing small 

map files by translating the origin by the specified offset. 

e finder allows selecting the range finder that while be used for 

mapping. Every channel providing RangeData is considered and listed here.

Drive service allows selecting the drive service that should be used for 

as several drive or motor controller interfaces.

Robot frame allows selecting the frame of your robot's odometry. Most 

likely you should not have to touch this setting. If your map appears to be collapsed to a 

small area, it is possible that the robot frame isn't set correctly. 

Do c k i n g  w i t h  a  S C I TOS  r o b o t  

Docking referes to a precise and deliberate approach of a vehicle towards a certain physical 

structure (like with spacecrafts and space stations, only in this case with robot

preferences 
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allows specifying the cell size of the grid map that will be 

created (in meters). The bigger the cell size, the fewer details the map will contain. 

allows specifying an *.xml of a previously generated map, 

e used as a starting point for mapping. This allows "iterative 

mapping", e.g. first mapping one half of the area, saving the map, and then mapping the 

other half, using the first map as the starting point, i.e. specifying it as the "Previous map". 

allows specifying a coordinate offset, if the mapping takes place 

at a significant distance to the coordinate system origin (0,0). This enables producing small 

allows selecting the range finder that while be used for 

mapping. Every channel providing RangeData is considered and listed here. 

allows selecting the drive service that should be used for 

as several drive or motor controller interfaces. 

allows selecting the frame of your robot's odometry. Most 

likely you should not have to touch this setting. If your map appears to be collapsed to a 

Docking referes to a precise and deliberate approach of a vehicle towards a certain physical 

structure (like with spacecrafts and space stations, only in this case with robots). It can 
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therefore be used to position the robot in front of or next to a characteristic physical 

structure, e.g. an autonomous charging station:

 

 

 

 

The docking process uses the sensor data provided by the range sensors to 

against the stored sensor data of the docking goal. Instead of planning a path through a 

map like "regular" autonomous driving, the docking process calculates the 

commands required to perfectly align the current sensor data of the docking goal and its 

stored sensor data. Once the best possible alignment is reached, the robot can use this 

localization to drive towards the docking goal and achieve the previous

position. 

 

It is quite natural to question the 

tool, when there are already other services that provide a comparable functionality (e.g. 

Poseidon and the Pilot). The important dis

services operate. It would be possible to determine the position of the docking goal using 

Poseidon for localization, and then setting this position as a goal for the Pilot. The result, 

alas, could not be called "docking". This has the following two reasons: 

1. Localization services that operate on a "global" scale are too imprecise for this task. 

2. Navigation services that have to do obstacle detection and avoidance won't drive too 

closely to obstacles.  

Therefore, such services are not suitable to perform a docking maneuver like the one seen 

in the picture above. The docking process addresses these issues in the following way: 

1. It localizes itself by comparing two range sensor data sets and therefore achieves a 

higher precision (i.e. almost the precision of the range sensor itself). 

2. It turns off obstacle avoidance as it approaches the docking goal, enabling it to 

approach the goal structure very closely. 

Fig. 14 - Docking phase example
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therefore be used to position the robot in front of or next to a characteristic physical 

structure, e.g. an autonomous charging station: 

The docking process uses the sensor data provided by the range sensors to 

against the stored sensor data of the docking goal. Instead of planning a path through a 

map like "regular" autonomous driving, the docking process calculates the 

commands required to perfectly align the current sensor data of the docking goal and its 

stored sensor data. Once the best possible alignment is reached, the robot can use this 

localization to drive towards the docking goal and achieve the previous

It is quite natural to question the raison d'être of yet another localization and navigation 
tool, when there are already other services that provide a comparable functionality (e.g. 

Poseidon and the Pilot). The important distinction is the scale on which these tools and 

services operate. It would be possible to determine the position of the docking goal using 

Poseidon for localization, and then setting this position as a goal for the Pilot. The result, 

ed "docking". This has the following two reasons: 

Localization services that operate on a "global" scale are too imprecise for this task. 

Navigation services that have to do obstacle detection and avoidance won't drive too 

 

e, such services are not suitable to perform a docking maneuver like the one seen 

in the picture above. The docking process addresses these issues in the following way: 

It localizes itself by comparing two range sensor data sets and therefore achieves a 

higher precision (i.e. almost the precision of the range sensor itself). 

It turns off obstacle avoidance as it approaches the docking goal, enabling it to 

al structure very closely.  

Docking phase example 
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therefore be used to position the robot in front of or next to a characteristic physical 

 

The docking process uses the sensor data provided by the range sensors to localize itself 

against the stored sensor data of the docking goal. Instead of planning a path through a 

map like "regular" autonomous driving, the docking process calculates the navigation 

commands required to perfectly align the current sensor data of the docking goal and its 

stored sensor data. Once the best possible alignment is reached, the robot can use this 

localization to drive towards the docking goal and achieve the previously recorded docking 

of yet another localization and navigation 

tool, when there are already other services that provide a comparable functionality (e.g. 

on which these tools and 

services operate. It would be possible to determine the position of the docking goal using 

Poseidon for localization, and then setting this position as a goal for the Pilot. The result, 

ed "docking". This has the following two reasons:  

Localization services that operate on a "global" scale are too imprecise for this task.  

Navigation services that have to do obstacle detection and avoidance won't drive too 

e, such services are not suitable to perform a docking maneuver like the one seen 

in the picture above. The docking process addresses these issues in the following way:  

It localizes itself by comparing two range sensor data sets and therefore achieves a 

higher precision (i.e. almost the precision of the range sensor itself).  

It turns off obstacle avoidance as it approaches the docking goal, enabling it to 
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3.4.2 How the docking works

 

Here is what the robot's range sensor sees in the image above:

 

 

You can easily discern the characteristic geometric distortion

to the shape of the autonomous charging station pictured above. Because the robot is 

perfectly positioned on the charging station, it can use this sensor data as a template. Later 

on, when the robot wants to re

range sensor data with the recorded template, and reposition itself accordingly. In this case, 

the template used for docking would look like this:

 

 

 

In the picture above, the robot has already localized itself with respect to the recorded 

template, i.e. it has achieved a perfect match between the recorded data and the perceived 

data. With this localization, the robot can drive towards the charging station to 

the previous alignment. 

3.4.3 Using the docking process

 

Fig. 15 - Geometric distortion of the range sensor on charging station

 

Fig. 16 - Recognized shape of charging station
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How the docking works 

Here is what the robot's range sensor sees in the image above: 

You can easily discern the characteristic geometric distortion of the range sensor data due 

to the shape of the autonomous charging station pictured above. Because the robot is 

perfectly positioned on the charging station, it can use this sensor data as a template. Later 

on, when the robot wants to re-achieve this perfect positioning, it can compare the current 

range sensor data with the recorded template, and reposition itself accordingly. In this case, 

the template used for docking would look like this: 

picture above, the robot has already localized itself with respect to the recorded 

template, i.e. it has achieved a perfect match between the recorded data and the perceived 

data. With this localization, the robot can drive towards the charging station to 

Using the docking process 

Geometric distortion of the range sensor on charging station

Recognized shape of charging station 
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of the range sensor data due 

to the shape of the autonomous charging station pictured above. Because the robot is 

perfectly positioned on the charging station, it can use this sensor data as a template. Later 

rfect positioning, it can compare the current 

range sensor data with the recorded template, and reposition itself accordingly. In this case, 

 

picture above, the robot has already localized itself with respect to the recorded 

template, i.e. it has achieved a perfect match between the recorded data and the perceived 

data. With this localization, the robot can drive towards the charging station to re-achieve 

Geometric distortion of the range sensor on charging station 
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The DockingProcess domain offers the 

station tool. The DockingProcess unit provides the functionality to manage so called 

docking stations (see below) and use them for localization and docking on/off. The docking 

station tool, on the other hand, allows creating and editing docking stations, which can be 

accessed and used by the DockingProcess. This documentation page won't focus on creating 

and editing docking stations, as the in

is quite extensive. 

 

Docking stations 

 

"Docking station" is our name for the implementation of the often mentioned abstract 

concept of a characteristic physical structure us

speaking, the term "docking station" is synonymous with a position in the global coordinate 

frame, whose surroundings provide a sound and characteristic physical structure. 

Technically, a docking station consists of

• ID: Unique identifying number of the docking station. 

• Station pose: The actual position that should be reached with docking, in the global 

coordinate frame.  

• Base pose: The base position in the global coordinate frame from which the 

process will be started. 

• Polygon: Polygon describing the subsection of the range scan data which will be 

used for recording and localization. 

• Templates: Range sensor data recorded to store the characteristic geometric 

structures associated with t

 

All this can be seen in this picture: 

 

The station pose is described by the small red dot at 

describes the station pose's maximum tolerance. 

and the corresponding maximum tolerance. As you can see, the base pose is well clear of 

any obstacles, and can therefore be used as a goal for normal navigational services (e.g. 

the Pilot). To localize itself, the ro

(1). Initially, this template was recorded using the polygon visible at 

 

Fig. 17 - Items of a "docking stations" set
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The DockingProcess domain offers the DockingProcess unit as well as the 

. The DockingProcess unit provides the functionality to manage so called 

) and use them for localization and docking on/off. The docking 

station tool, on the other hand, allows creating and editing docking stations, which can be 

accessed and used by the DockingProcess. This documentation page won't focus on creating 

docking stations, as the in-application documentation of the Docking station tool 

"Docking station" is our name for the implementation of the often mentioned abstract 

concept of a characteristic physical structure used as a reference for docking. Generally 

speaking, the term "docking station" is synonymous with a position in the global coordinate 

frame, whose surroundings provide a sound and characteristic physical structure. 

Technically, a docking station consists of the following data:  

: Unique identifying number of the docking station.  

: The actual position that should be reached with docking, in the global 

: The base position in the global coordinate frame from which the 

process will be started.  

: Polygon describing the subsection of the range scan data which will be 

used for recording and localization.  

: Range sensor data recorded to store the characteristic geometric 

structures associated with the station pose.  

All this can be seen in this picture:  

 

The station pose is described by the small red dot at (3), while the dark red circle around it 

describes the station pose's maximum tolerance. Similarily, (4) describes the base pose 

and the corresponding maximum tolerance. As you can see, the base pose is well clear of 

any obstacles, and can therefore be used as a goal for normal navigational services (e.g. 

the Pilot). To localize itself, the robot will use the template indicated by the black dots of 

. Initially, this template was recorded using the polygon visible at (2)

Items of a "docking stations" set 
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unit as well as the Docking 

. The DockingProcess unit provides the functionality to manage so called 

) and use them for localization and docking on/off. The docking 

station tool, on the other hand, allows creating and editing docking stations, which can be 

accessed and used by the DockingProcess. This documentation page won't focus on creating 

application documentation of the Docking station tool 

"Docking station" is our name for the implementation of the often mentioned abstract 

ed as a reference for docking. Generally 

speaking, the term "docking station" is synonymous with a position in the global coordinate 

frame, whose surroundings provide a sound and characteristic physical structure. 

: The actual position that should be reached with docking, in the global 

: The base position in the global coordinate frame from which the docking 

: Polygon describing the subsection of the range scan data which will be 

: Range sensor data recorded to store the characteristic geometric 

 

, while the dark red circle around it 

describes the base pose 

and the corresponding maximum tolerance. As you can see, the base pose is well clear of 

any obstacles, and can therefore be used as a goal for normal navigational services (e.g. 

bot will use the template indicated by the black dots of 

(2). 
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Docking on to an existing docking station

 

Let's assume that there is a docking station with the ID 

DockingProcess unit with the name 

dock on to this docking station, you may use the following RPC call, e.g. in the RPC Console 

view of miracenter:  

 

/navigation/DockingProcess.dockOn

 

Programmatically, you would call the corresponding service with this method: 

 

const int s = STATION_NUMBER;

 

// Get docking service

auto providers = queryServicesForInterface("IDockingProcess");

if(providers.empty()) {

    return; 

} 

 

// Assume that our DockingProcess 

// IDockingProcess provider.

const std::string service = providers.front();

 

// Let the robot dock on

auto rpcFuture = authority

 

// Get the result, ev

// this will throw as well.

rpcFuture.get(); 

 

Docking on requires that the robot is already positioned so that it can see the previously 

recorded characteristic physical structure again. This is where th

normal process for docking on is as follows: 

1. Let a navigation service drive to the base pose (e.g. the Pilot). 

2. Let the docking process do the docking, i.e. drive from the base pose to the station 

pose.  

 

Docking off of an existing docking station

 

Docking off refers to the task of moving away from a docking station. As with docking itself, 

due to the close proximity to obstacles, you cannot use e.g. the Pilot to simply drive away 

from the docking station. Docking off wi

until the robot has reached the base point.

Analogous to docking on, you can do this using an RPC call... 

 

/navigation/DockingProcess.dockOff(s)
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Docking on to an existing docking station 

Let's assume that there is a docking station with the ID s, and you have loaded the 

DockingProcess unit with the name DockingProcess in the namespace 

dock on to this docking station, you may use the following RPC call, e.g. in the RPC Console 

/navigation/DockingProcess.dockOn(s) 

Programmatically, you would call the corresponding service with this method: 

const int s = STATION_NUMBER; 

// Get docking service 

auto providers = queryServicesForInterface("IDockingProcess");

if(providers.empty()) { 

Assume that our DockingProcess is the first and only available

IDockingProcess provider. 

const std::string service = providers.front(); 

// Let the robot dock on 

auto rpcFuture = authority->callService<void>(service, "dockOn", s);

// Get the result, even though it is void. If an exception has occurred, 

this will throw as well. 

Docking on requires that the robot is already positioned so that it can see the previously 

recorded characteristic physical structure again. This is where the base pose comes in. The 

normal process for docking on is as follows:  

Let a navigation service drive to the base pose (e.g. the Pilot).  

Let the docking process do the docking, i.e. drive from the base pose to the station 

an existing docking station 

Docking off refers to the task of moving away from a docking station. As with docking itself, 

due to the close proximity to obstacles, you cannot use e.g. the Pilot to simply drive away 

from the docking station. Docking off will just drive backwards from the docking station, 

until the robot has reached the base point. 

Analogous to docking on, you can do this using an RPC call...  

/navigation/DockingProcess.dockOff(s) 
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, and you have loaded the 

in the namespace /navigation. To 

dock on to this docking station, you may use the following RPC call, e.g. in the RPC Console 

Programmatically, you would call the corresponding service with this method:  

auto providers = queryServicesForInterface("IDockingProcess"); 

is the first and only available 

>callService<void>(service, "dockOn", s); 

en though it is void. If an exception has occurred,  

Docking on requires that the robot is already positioned so that it can see the previously 

e base pose comes in. The 

 

Let the docking process do the docking, i.e. drive from the base pose to the station 

Docking off refers to the task of moving away from a docking station. As with docking itself, 

due to the close proximity to obstacles, you cannot use e.g. the Pilot to simply drive away 

ll just drive backwards from the docking station, 
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...or programmatically (for brevity, only the relevant frac

above for the rest):  

 

auto rpcFuture = authority

3 . 5  Dev e l o pmen t  o n  ROS  m i d d l ewa r e

 

The main development was performed on the CogniDriveRos node to link the MIRA 

Framework with ROS middleware; furtermore, a ROS node was implemented to connect the 

platform to the PEIS middleware to be integrate in the network. These two nodes are deeply 

described in Deliverable D4.2

However, two ROS nodes were implemented specific

platform to manage the goods_exchange and the docking phase

 

3.5.1 About goods_exchange node

The task of goods_exchange is 

node. The process is performed going through the five steps:

1. Idle 

2. Waiting for docking on

3. Waiting for roller on 

4. Waiting for roller off 

5. Waiting for docking off

and back to the idle state. 

The change between is triggered by different signals: the first step is triggered by the call of 

service, the start of roller is 

are automatically recognized by the embedded IR sensors. 

by the Outdoor platform: this guarantees that 

with the closing procedure of bin in Outdoor robot.

 

3.5.2 About docking node

The docking functionality is managed by a finite state machine implemented in a ROS node. 

The process is performed going through five steps plus a state for error recovery:

1. Idle/Undocked 

2. Move in front of Outdoor robot

3. Waiting for move to 

4. Dock on 

a. if dock on is failed, undock and restart docking again

5. Docked 

6. Docking off 

and back to the idle/undocked stated.

 

The docking node was implemented upon the docking functionality present in the 

CogniDrive software and aims to reuse this functions to align the condominium platform to 

the outdoor one in order to exchange a box. In the node the actual position of Outdoor 
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...or programmatically (for brevity, only the relevant fraction of the code is shown; see 

auto rpcFuture = authority->callService<void>(service, "dockOff", s);

Dev e l o pmen t  o n  ROS  m i d d l ewa r e  

The main development was performed on the CogniDriveRos node to link the MIRA 

dleware; furtermore, a ROS node was implemented to connect the 

PEIS middleware to be integrate in the network. These two nodes are deeply 

described in Deliverable D4.2 

However, two ROS nodes were implemented specifically for task related to

to manage the goods_exchange and the docking phase 

About goods_exchange node 

The task of goods_exchange is managed by a finite state machine implemented in a ROS 

The process is performed going through the five steps: 

Waiting for docking on 

ting for docking off 

The change between is triggered by different signals: the first step is triggered by the call of 

service, the start of roller is internal controlled by the end of docking phase, the roller

are automatically recognized by the embedded IR sensors. Finally, the docking off is called 

by the Outdoor platform: this guarantees that the Condominium platform does not interfere 

closing procedure of bin in Outdoor robot. 

About docking node 

The docking functionality is managed by a finite state machine implemented in a ROS node. 

The process is performed going through five steps plus a state for error recovery:

n front of Outdoor robot 

if dock on is failed, undock and restart docking again 

and back to the idle/undocked stated. 

The docking node was implemented upon the docking functionality present in the 

software and aims to reuse this functions to align the condominium platform to 

one in order to exchange a box. In the node the actual position of Outdoor 
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tion of the code is shown; see  

>callService<void>(service, "dockOff", s); 

The main development was performed on the CogniDriveRos node to link the MIRA 

dleware; furtermore, a ROS node was implemented to connect the 

PEIS middleware to be integrate in the network. These two nodes are deeply 

for task related to Condominium 

managed by a finite state machine implemented in a ROS 

The change between is triggered by different signals: the first step is triggered by the call of 

internal controlled by the end of docking phase, the rollers off 

Finally, the docking off is called 

the Condominium platform does not interfere 

The docking functionality is managed by a finite state machine implemented in a ROS node. 

The process is performed going through five steps plus a state for error recovery: 

The docking node was implemented upon the docking functionality present in the 

software and aims to reuse this functions to align the condominium platform to 

one in order to exchange a box. In the node the actual position of Outdoor 
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platform is calculated based on a pre

platform. The estimation is based on the transformation frame environment (TF) embedded 

in ROS  

 

 

4  User  Interface

system   

 
Fig. 18 - Overview of the Robot
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platform is calculated based on a pre-set one and on current offset provided by the Outdoo

platform. The estimation is based on the transformation frame environment (TF) embedded 

User  Interface  in  the Robot-Era

Overview of the Robot-Era software system 
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set one and on current offset provided by the Outdoor 

platform. The estimation is based on the transformation frame environment (TF) embedded 

ra Software 
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The Robot-Era system is composed by several software modules, that are interconnected 

each other using the PEIS Middleware in order to collect information from the environment 

(i.e. sensors of the apartment and robots), to plan the robots action and to allow the user t

interact with the system. 

Here we focus on the User inferfaces that are responsible to receive commands from the 

user and to give him feedback through interactions and notifications.

The Robot-Era system offers to the user two main modalities to send com

graphic user interface (usually running on the tablet attached to the robot) and a speech 

user interface (with a weareable microphone on the user). 

Feedback to the user is given with the same modalities, graphic and voice (from robot or 

electronic device), and also usign an array of leds placed into the domesstic robot eyes. 

Furthermore gaze feedback is being studied to enrich the feedback modalities.

 

 

4 . 1  G r aph i c  U s e r  I n t e r f a c e :  web  s e r v e r

 
The web server module implements

technology to support the widest range of devices that can be connected to the Robot

systems. At the best of our knowledge this is the first attempt of using a web based GUI in 

a robotic environment. 

The GUI is composed by several service pages, that implement the interface for each Robot

Era service, and a main menu page that allows the user to navigate between the different 

service pages. A setting page, that is not accessible from the main page, is a

modify the language, items in the shopping page, apartment map. Moreover other web 

pages are available from the web server to allow testing, to support other actors of the 

Robot-Era system (grocier, caregiver, etc…).

 

Pages are implemented with HTML5 and Javascript so that they can be ideally be available 

on any browser running on any device. The integration with the PEIS middleware is 

achieved through JSON calls to php scripts that do the reasoning and communicate with the 

PEIS interface module, which runs on the server. The PEIS interface module is programmed 

in C++. 

Details on the source code are given in the APPENDIX

4 . 2  Spe e c h  U s e r  I n t e r f a c e :  d i a l o g u e  manag e r

 

The dialog manager module implements the Speech User Interface (SUI). 

recognition is implemented based on the Nuance SDK. The program runs as a single

threaded application whose flow is controlled by an audio input stream. Audio events trigger 

callbacks to handle the processing of sound input. Precompiled recognition gramma

be loaded dynamically to change what input the system is “listening for” to recognize. 

Because the audio stream only triggers callbacks when audio events occur (when the audio 

levels indicate that the recognizer might have “heard” something), the ap

must be loaded prior to when it is needed for recognition.
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system is composed by several software modules, that are interconnected 

each other using the PEIS Middleware in order to collect information from the environment 

(i.e. sensors of the apartment and robots), to plan the robots action and to allow the user t

Here we focus on the User inferfaces that are responsible to receive commands from the 

user and to give him feedback through interactions and notifications. 

system offers to the user two main modalities to send com

graphic user interface (usually running on the tablet attached to the robot) and a speech 

user interface (with a weareable microphone on the user).  

Feedback to the user is given with the same modalities, graphic and voice (from robot or 

electronic device), and also usign an array of leds placed into the domesstic robot eyes. 

Furthermore gaze feedback is being studied to enrich the feedback modalities.

G r aph i c  U s e r  I n t e r f a c e :  web  s e r v e r  

e web server module implements the Graphic User Interface (GUI). It uses 

technology to support the widest range of devices that can be connected to the Robot

systems. At the best of our knowledge this is the first attempt of using a web based GUI in 

he GUI is composed by several service pages, that implement the interface for each Robot

Era service, and a main menu page that allows the user to navigate between the different 

service pages. A setting page, that is not accessible from the main page, is a

modify the language, items in the shopping page, apartment map. Moreover other web 

pages are available from the web server to allow testing, to support other actors of the 

Era system (grocier, caregiver, etc…). 

ith HTML5 and Javascript so that they can be ideally be available 

on any browser running on any device. The integration with the PEIS middleware is 

achieved through JSON calls to php scripts that do the reasoning and communicate with the 

ule, which runs on the server. The PEIS interface module is programmed 

Details on the source code are given in the APPENDIX 1. 

p e e c h  U s e r  I n t e r f a c e :  d i a l o g u e  manag e r

dialog manager module implements the Speech User Interface (SUI). 

recognition is implemented based on the Nuance SDK. The program runs as a single

threaded application whose flow is controlled by an audio input stream. Audio events trigger 

callbacks to handle the processing of sound input. Precompiled recognition gramma

be loaded dynamically to change what input the system is “listening for” to recognize. 

Because the audio stream only triggers callbacks when audio events occur (when the audio 

levels indicate that the recognizer might have “heard” something), the ap

must be loaded prior to when it is needed for recognition. 
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system is composed by several software modules, that are interconnected 

each other using the PEIS Middleware in order to collect information from the environment 

(i.e. sensors of the apartment and robots), to plan the robots action and to allow the user to 

Here we focus on the User inferfaces that are responsible to receive commands from the 

system offers to the user two main modalities to send commands: they are a 

graphic user interface (usually running on the tablet attached to the robot) and a speech 

Feedback to the user is given with the same modalities, graphic and voice (from robot or 

electronic device), and also usign an array of leds placed into the domesstic robot eyes. 

Furthermore gaze feedback is being studied to enrich the feedback modalities. 

(GUI). It uses the web 

technology to support the widest range of devices that can be connected to the Robot-Era 

systems. At the best of our knowledge this is the first attempt of using a web based GUI in 

he GUI is composed by several service pages, that implement the interface for each Robot-

Era service, and a main menu page that allows the user to navigate between the different 

service pages. A setting page, that is not accessible from the main page, is also present to 

modify the language, items in the shopping page, apartment map. Moreover other web 

pages are available from the web server to allow testing, to support other actors of the 

ith HTML5 and Javascript so that they can be ideally be available 

on any browser running on any device. The integration with the PEIS middleware is 

achieved through JSON calls to php scripts that do the reasoning and communicate with the 

ule, which runs on the server. The PEIS interface module is programmed 

p e e c h  U s e r  I n t e r f a c e :  d i a l o g u e  manag e r  

dialog manager module implements the Speech User Interface (SUI). The speech 

recognition is implemented based on the Nuance SDK. The program runs as a single-

threaded application whose flow is controlled by an audio input stream. Audio events trigger 

callbacks to handle the processing of sound input. Precompiled recognition grammars can 

be loaded dynamically to change what input the system is “listening for” to recognize. 

Because the audio stream only triggers callbacks when audio events occur (when the audio 

levels indicate that the recognizer might have “heard” something), the appropriate grammar 
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5  R o b o t - E r a  G r a p h i c  U s e r  I n t e r f a c e  D e s i g n  J u s t i f i c a t i o n s

 

5 . 1  Gene r a l  D e s i g n  R ema r k s

The graphic interface for the Robot

architecture in order to allow remote control th

phones. Information from the robot or the ambient environment is also made available to 

the user through this interface trough notifications and warnings. This interface

as a complementary form of interaction to supplement speech control of the robot. Or, in 

cases where it is inconvenient or impossible to use speech, this interface can provide the 

primary modality for interaction.

However even if the graphics interface is intended to run in any platform (e.g. PC, tablet, 

smartphones) with any browser, the best appearance and functionalities can be achieved 

with the iPad provided with the robot, using the Safari browser.

As guideline for the design we followed the recommendations provided by the World Wide 

Web Consortium (W3C) about Web Accessibility for Older Users 

(http://www.w3.org/TR/wai-

(http://www.w3.org/WAI/WAI

The design of the graphic interface aims to maximize the integration with the host device 

(mainly the iPad), in order to give the impression that it can be a real 

moreover, to provide people that have a previous knowledge of the device with the basic 

commands that they already know.

 

5.1.1 Interface Graphic Design

The graphic design user interface is heavily inspired by the logo / header graphic used in 

Robot-Era publications, predominantly to keep in line with the branding. Based on the 

convention whereby interacting with the logo on a website transports the user to the 

landing page, we derived that every other element that is tappable / clickable within the 

application should have a similar shape.

In order to avoid ending up with an interface that feels too modern and robotic, little 

decorations have been added such as the overall background pattern (a robotic equivalent 

of a wallpaper). 

The script font inside the logo introduces certain friendliness, which for the remaining 

elements are replicated through visuals rather than type in order to maintain legibility. In 

fact, the interface uses the iOS system font "Helvetica Neue Bold" to guarantee maximum 

crispness on iPad devices. High priority elements such as buttons have their label capitalized 

in order to draw some more attention as well as be highly legible.

In the two cases in which the screen significantly changes abruptly, the interaction 

confirmation view and the help view on every page, the background gets replaced by a solid 

colour in order to single out the respective interface elements.

An HELP button is available on the top right corner of all pages, while in sub

button appears to allow the user to go back to the main menu.

Access to services is possible using only one page in order to avoid confusing the user going 

back and forth through the pages to search for functionalities

 

5.1.2 Icons 

The icons are meant to be bold and simple.

Where possible, we have tried to use as retro a version of a technology as possible so that 

they are easily recognisable by drawing on long engrained ideas of the elderly as to how 
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G r a p h i c  U s e r  I n t e r f a c e  D e s i g n  J u s t i f i c a t i o n s

Gene r a l  D e s i g n  R ema r k s  

The graphic interface for the Robot-Era services is developed as a web based server

ecture in order to allow remote control through mobile devices like tablets and mobile 

phones. Information from the robot or the ambient environment is also made available to 

the user through this interface trough notifications and warnings. This interface

as a complementary form of interaction to supplement speech control of the robot. Or, in 

cases where it is inconvenient or impossible to use speech, this interface can provide the 

primary modality for interaction. 

However even if the graphics interface is intended to run in any platform (e.g. PC, tablet, 

smartphones) with any browser, the best appearance and functionalities can be achieved 

with the iPad provided with the robot, using the Safari browser. 

for the design we followed the recommendations provided by the World Wide 

Web Consortium (W3C) about Web Accessibility for Older Users 

-age-literature/) and by the EU Project 

http://www.w3.org/WAI/WAI-AGE/). 

The design of the graphic interface aims to maximize the integration with the host device 

(mainly the iPad), in order to give the impression that it can be a real 

moreover, to provide people that have a previous knowledge of the device with the basic 

commands that they already know. 

Interface Graphic Design 

The graphic design user interface is heavily inspired by the logo / header graphic used in 

publications, predominantly to keep in line with the branding. Based on the 

convention whereby interacting with the logo on a website transports the user to the 

landing page, we derived that every other element that is tappable / clickable within the 

application should have a similar shape. 

In order to avoid ending up with an interface that feels too modern and robotic, little 

decorations have been added such as the overall background pattern (a robotic equivalent 

e the logo introduces certain friendliness, which for the remaining 

elements are replicated through visuals rather than type in order to maintain legibility. In 

fact, the interface uses the iOS system font "Helvetica Neue Bold" to guarantee maximum 

ss on iPad devices. High priority elements such as buttons have their label capitalized 

in order to draw some more attention as well as be highly legible. 

In the two cases in which the screen significantly changes abruptly, the interaction 

w and the help view on every page, the background gets replaced by a solid 

colour in order to single out the respective interface elements. 

An HELP button is available on the top right corner of all pages, while in sub

the user to go back to the main menu. 

Access to services is possible using only one page in order to avoid confusing the user going 

back and forth through the pages to search for functionalities. 

The icons are meant to be bold and simple. 

ible, we have tried to use as retro a version of a technology as possible so that 

they are easily recognisable by drawing on long engrained ideas of the elderly as to how 
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G r a p h i c  U s e r  I n t e r f a c e  D e s i g n  J u s t i f i c a t i o n s  

services is developed as a web based server-client 

ough mobile devices like tablets and mobile 

phones. Information from the robot or the ambient environment is also made available to 

the user through this interface trough notifications and warnings. This interface can be used 

as a complementary form of interaction to supplement speech control of the robot. Or, in 

cases where it is inconvenient or impossible to use speech, this interface can provide the 

However even if the graphics interface is intended to run in any platform (e.g. PC, tablet, 

smartphones) with any browser, the best appearance and functionalities can be achieved 

for the design we followed the recommendations provided by the World Wide 

Web Consortium (W3C) about Web Accessibility for Older Users 

) and by the EU Project WAI-AGE 

The design of the graphic interface aims to maximize the integration with the host device 

(mainly the iPad), in order to give the impression that it can be a real product and, 

moreover, to provide people that have a previous knowledge of the device with the basic 

The graphic design user interface is heavily inspired by the logo / header graphic used in 

publications, predominantly to keep in line with the branding. Based on the 

convention whereby interacting with the logo on a website transports the user to the 

landing page, we derived that every other element that is tappable / clickable within the 

In order to avoid ending up with an interface that feels too modern and robotic, little 

decorations have been added such as the overall background pattern (a robotic equivalent 

e the logo introduces certain friendliness, which for the remaining 

elements are replicated through visuals rather than type in order to maintain legibility. In 

fact, the interface uses the iOS system font "Helvetica Neue Bold" to guarantee maximum 

ss on iPad devices. High priority elements such as buttons have their label capitalized 

In the two cases in which the screen significantly changes abruptly, the interaction 

w and the help view on every page, the background gets replaced by a solid 

An HELP button is available on the top right corner of all pages, while in sub-pages a MENU 

Access to services is possible using only one page in order to avoid confusing the user going 

ible, we have tried to use as retro a version of a technology as possible so that 

they are easily recognisable by drawing on long engrained ideas of the elderly as to how 
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things should look, i.e. a phone is recognizable as such, including its old

so does the vacuum cleaner still have a bag.

Where the icons relate to a service, this has again been tried to be kept simple and so using 

the icons either using inspiration from already well

and easily recognizable objects.

The indoors icon has been changed to incorporate the robot companion. We drew the robot 

with two arms for aesthetic reasons but also so that it was more in line with the person 

figure icon and so I felt more relatable or less mechanistic

image still reflects much of the actual aesthetics of the prototypes.

The three garbage icons were made so that you could identify between the three types of 

garbage collection: indoor, condominium and outdoor. A slightly differe

main garbage icon as that one was more recognizable as an outside dustbin. The 

condominium shows the user taking the garbage to the door where it is placed on a tray on 

a robot waiting outside. We kept the arms on the robot, just havin

also like it is holding out a hand to receive the bag.

 

5.1.3 Sounds 

The sounds are intended to be pleasant. The notification sound is something you might 

want to able to notice on a subconscious level, without it getting on your nerve

that signifies an input is needed from the user is slightly longer than the notification sound 

and the tonal sequence is going in the opposite direction. The warning sound is deep, to 

invoke a sense of trouble rather than using a siren which m

Since during notifications and interactions it is supposed that it is the robot to speak, verbal 

feedback it is given to the user only in the shopping page.
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things should look, i.e. a phone is recognizable as such, including its old

so does the vacuum cleaner still have a bag. 

Where the icons relate to a service, this has again been tried to be kept simple and so using 

the icons either using inspiration from already well-established signs for services or bold 

ognizable objects. 

The indoors icon has been changed to incorporate the robot companion. We drew the robot 

with two arms for aesthetic reasons but also so that it was more in line with the person 

figure icon and so I felt more relatable or less mechanistic and detached. However the 

image still reflects much of the actual aesthetics of the prototypes. 

The three garbage icons were made so that you could identify between the three types of 

garbage collection: indoor, condominium and outdoor. A slightly differe

main garbage icon as that one was more recognizable as an outside dustbin. The 

condominium shows the user taking the garbage to the door where it is placed on a tray on 

a robot waiting outside. We kept the arms on the robot, just having one bent like a tray but 

also like it is holding out a hand to receive the bag. 

The sounds are intended to be pleasant. The notification sound is something you might 

want to able to notice on a subconscious level, without it getting on your nerve

that signifies an input is needed from the user is slightly longer than the notification sound 

and the tonal sequence is going in the opposite direction. The warning sound is deep, to 

invoke a sense of trouble rather than using a siren which means immediate danger.

Since during notifications and interactions it is supposed that it is the robot to speak, verbal 

feedback it is given to the user only in the shopping page. 
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things should look, i.e. a phone is recognizable as such, including its old-school rotary dial, 

Where the icons relate to a service, this has again been tried to be kept simple and so using 

established signs for services or bold 

The indoors icon has been changed to incorporate the robot companion. We drew the robot 

with two arms for aesthetic reasons but also so that it was more in line with the person 

and detached. However the 

The three garbage icons were made so that you could identify between the three types of 

garbage collection: indoor, condominium and outdoor. A slightly different styled bin to the 

main garbage icon as that one was more recognizable as an outside dustbin. The 

condominium shows the user taking the garbage to the door where it is placed on a tray on 

g one bent like a tray but 

The sounds are intended to be pleasant. The notification sound is something you might 

want to able to notice on a subconscious level, without it getting on your nerves. The sound 

that signifies an input is needed from the user is slightly longer than the notification sound 

and the tonal sequence is going in the opposite direction. The warning sound is deep, to 

eans immediate danger. 

Since during notifications and interactions it is supposed that it is the robot to speak, verbal 
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6  G r a p h i c  I n t e r f a c e  O v e r v i e w

 
This chapter presents the functionalities of the graphic interface available to the user to 

access the services Robot-Era

The interface was built with web technology in order to be accessible by all d

have a connection with the system, from smartphones to tablets, from personal computers 

to laptops. The user can store the address of the home page and of the various services 

and, then, access them using the device he prefers.

The following pages present the various pages that make up the interface, all of which are 

equipped with some useful buttons to request some basic functions. These buttons are 

listed below and are always accessible from all pages:

• Robot-Era Logo (top left). If clicked allows you to go to the home page.

• HELP (top right). Activates the help text, which explains the operations and what you can do 

according to the active page. The help text remains active until you press an area of 

that is not a button. 

• CALL DORO (blue, bottom center

robot (DoRo) to close to the user.

• STOP (red, bottom center

domestic robot (DoRo). 

• Text notifications (bottom center above the buttons). This text area shows the system 

notifications. 

• Sounds will be played for certain events, e.g. text notifications, interactions or warnings.

 

In the next sections the pages that implement the GUI fo

presented. For each of them a brief description of their use is also given. 

Please note that particular characteristics of the systems, like help, confirmation, 

notifications, warning messages and others that are common to all

pictures of this document only in a few cases just to show them to the reader. 
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n t e r f a c e  O v e r v i e w  

This chapter presents the functionalities of the graphic interface available to the user to 

Era, to interact with the system and to control the robots.

The interface was built with web technology in order to be accessible by all d

have a connection with the system, from smartphones to tablets, from personal computers 

to laptops. The user can store the address of the home page and of the various services 

and, then, access them using the device he prefers. 

ges present the various pages that make up the interface, all of which are 

equipped with some useful buttons to request some basic functions. These buttons are 

listed below and are always accessible from all pages: 

Logo (top left). If clicked allows you to go to the home page. 

HELP (top right). Activates the help text, which explains the operations and what you can do 

according to the active page. The help text remains active until you press an area of 

CALL DORO (blue, bottom center-left). Sends a message to the system to order the domestic 

robot (DoRo) to close to the user. 

STOP (red, bottom center-right). Safety button. When pressed orders the system to stop the 

 

Text notifications (bottom center above the buttons). This text area shows the system 

Sounds will be played for certain events, e.g. text notifications, interactions or warnings.

In the next sections the pages that implement the GUI for the Robot

presented. For each of them a brief description of their use is also given. 

Please note that particular characteristics of the systems, like help, confirmation, 

notifications, warning messages and others that are common to all pages are present in the 

pictures of this document only in a few cases just to show them to the reader. 
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This chapter presents the functionalities of the graphic interface available to the user to 

, to interact with the system and to control the robots. 

The interface was built with web technology in order to be accessible by all devices that 

have a connection with the system, from smartphones to tablets, from personal computers 

to laptops. The user can store the address of the home page and of the various services 

ges present the various pages that make up the interface, all of which are 

equipped with some useful buttons to request some basic functions. These buttons are 

HELP (top right). Activates the help text, which explains the operations and what you can do 

according to the active page. The help text remains active until you press an area of the screen 

left). Sends a message to the system to order the domestic 

right). Safety button. When pressed orders the system to stop the 

Text notifications (bottom center above the buttons). This text area shows the system 

Sounds will be played for certain events, e.g. text notifications, interactions or warnings. 

obot-Era services are 

presented. For each of them a brief description of their use is also given.  

Please note that particular characteristics of the systems, like help, confirmation, 

pages are present in the 

pictures of this document only in a few cases just to show them to the reader.  
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6 . 1  Ma i n  P ag e  a n d  c ommon  i n t e r f a c e s

The main page presents all ROBOT

represents the service you wa

As in all other pages, if the user taps/clicks on the HELP, button some text will appear to 

give basic info about the page.

 

 

6 . 2  Warn i n g  me s s ag e

 

 

 

If the ambient intelligence detects a problem, it will be displayed to the user via the 

activation of a Warning message, which will flash in red to attract the user's attention. A 

specific warning sound will be periodically played.

Fig. 19 - GUI: Main Page 

Fig. 20 - GUI: Warning message
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and  c ommon  i n t e r f a c e s  

The main page presents all ROBOT-ERA services. You can click / press the hexagon that 

represents the service you want to access, thus the corresponding page will be shown.

As in all other pages, if the user taps/clicks on the HELP, button some text will appear to 

give basic info about the page. 

Warn i n g  me s s ag e  

If the ambient intelligence detects a problem, it will be displayed to the user via the 

activation of a Warning message, which will flash in red to attract the user's attention. A 

specific warning sound will be periodically played. 

message 
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nt to access, thus the corresponding page will be shown. 

As in all other pages, if the user taps/clicks on the HELP, button some text will appear to 

 

If the ambient intelligence detects a problem, it will be displayed to the user via the 

activation of a Warning message, which will flash in red to attract the user's attention. A 
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6 . 3  Use r  I n t e r a c t i o n

When the system needs the 

confirmation from the user to 

execute an operation or to confirm 

that it is done, a message with a 

“confirm” button will appear on the 

page (for an example see the 

figure on the right). 

After the confirmation by the user,

the message will disappear and 

the interface will return to the 

page that was in use before. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 21 - GUI: User Interaction
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When the system needs the 

confirmation from the user to 

execute an operation or to confirm 

that it is done, a message with a 

“confirm” button will appear on the 

page (for an example see the 

After the confirmation by the user, 

the message will disappear and 

the interface will return to the 

 

GUI: User Interaction 
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6 . 4  Commun i c a t i o n  S e r v i c e

 

 

 

The page provides access to the VoIP software Skype to make calls. In the above figure the 

basic operation is shown. The user can active Skype by clicking on "Open Skype", then the 

software will be opened (this will occupy the whole screen in a mobile devi

is an active call (made using the 

Fig. 22 - GUI: Communication service
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Commun i c a t i o n  S e r v i c e  

The page provides access to the VoIP software Skype to make calls. In the above figure the 

basic operation is shown. The user can active Skype by clicking on "Open Skype", then the 

software will be opened (this will occupy the whole screen in a mobile devi

is an active call (made using the Robot-Era system), the graphic interface will automatically 

GUI: Communication service 
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The page provides access to the VoIP software Skype to make calls. In the above figure the 

basic operation is shown. The user can active Skype by clicking on "Open Skype", then the 

software will be opened (this will occupy the whole screen in a mobile device). When there 

system), the graphic interface will automatically 
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open the communications page displaying the notification "Skype call active." If you start a 

call, once it is finished, you must notify the system

pressing the corresponding button “CLOSE SERVICE”, then the system will display the 

notification "Call ended" and after a few seconds it will load the main page automatically.

6 . 5  Shopp i n g  

 

The shopping page allows the user t

right) and to compile a list (left). In the following figures the basic page is represented (first 

left) along with the help activated (second left). When a product is selected by pressing the 

button corresponding to a product, the system will say its name and it will be added to the 

list (first right). It is possible to ask the system to read the list aloud by clicking the "READ 

LIST" button. 

It is also possible to show only a subset of item by clicking 

beverages, fruit&veg, essentials) as can be seen in second figure on the left.

When the user clicks/taps the checkout button a confirmation is asked and then a 

confirmation that the list is sent to the system is showed in 
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open the communications page displaying the notification "Skype call active." If you start a 

call, once it is finished, you must notify the system that you completed the service by 

pressing the corresponding button “CLOSE SERVICE”, then the system will display the 

notification "Call ended" and after a few seconds it will load the main page automatically.

The shopping page allows the user to select certain products (listed in hexagons on the 

right) and to compile a list (left). In the following figures the basic page is represented (first 

left) along with the help activated (second left). When a product is selected by pressing the 

responding to a product, the system will say its name and it will be added to the 

list (first right). It is possible to ask the system to read the list aloud by clicking the "READ 

It is also possible to show only a subset of item by clicking in the correspondent button (e.g. 

beverages, fruit&veg, essentials) as can be seen in second figure on the left.

When the user clicks/taps the checkout button a confirmation is asked and then a 

confirmation that the list is sent to the system is showed in the notification area.
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open the communications page displaying the notification "Skype call active." If you start a 

that you completed the service by 

pressing the corresponding button “CLOSE SERVICE”, then the system will display the 

notification "Call ended" and after a few seconds it will load the main page automatically. 

o select certain products (listed in hexagons on the 

right) and to compile a list (left). In the following figures the basic page is represented (first 

left) along with the help activated (second left). When a product is selected by pressing the 

responding to a product, the system will say its name and it will be added to the 

list (first right). It is possible to ask the system to read the list aloud by clicking the "READ 

in the correspondent button (e.g. 

beverages, fruit&veg, essentials) as can be seen in second figure on the left. 

When the user clicks/taps the checkout button a confirmation is asked and then a 

the notification area. 
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6 . 6  
Fig. 23 - GUI: Shopping service
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Ga r b ag e  

 

 

 

The user can activate the garbage transport service by indicating which robot should take 

care of collection of the garbage bag. The buttons specify where the collection will be, and 

then the robot interested can be DoRo, by pressing the "Home" button, Cor

“Condominum”, and Oro with "Outdoor". As for shopping, a confirmation is always asked to 

the user and he is updated with notification messages.

 

Fig. 24 - GUI: Garbage service
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The user can activate the garbage transport service by indicating which robot should take 

care of collection of the garbage bag. The buttons specify where the collection will be, and 

then the robot interested can be DoRo, by pressing the "Home" button, Cor

“Condominum”, and Oro with "Outdoor". As for shopping, a confirmation is always asked to 

the user and he is updated with notification messages. 
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The user can activate the garbage transport service by indicating which robot should take 

care of collection of the garbage bag. The buttons specify where the collection will be, and 

then the robot interested can be DoRo, by pressing the "Home" button, Coro with 

“Condominum”, and Oro with "Outdoor". As for shopping, a confirmation is always asked to 
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6 . 7  Rem i nd i n g  s e r v i c e

The main page for this service is a form that the user can fill to set up a new remin

user can select date and time, add a description and select if the reminder is recurring or 

not. 

 

 

 

When the user wants to add a description 

appear to let him/her to key in some text. When ready the user 

NEW EVENT” to ask the system to store the new reminder.

Fig. 25 - GUI: Reminding service, input of notes
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Rem i nd i n g  s e r v i c e  

The main page for this service is a form that the user can fill to set up a new remin

user can select date and time, add a description and select if the reminder is recurring or 

When the user wants to add a description int the reminder the iPad touch keyboard will 

to let him/her to key in some text. When ready the user has to

NEW EVENT” to ask the system to store the new reminder. 

GUI: Reminding service, input of notes 
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The main page for this service is a form that the user can fill to set up a new reminder. The 

user can select date and time, add a description and select if the reminder is recurring or 

 

the reminder the iPad touch keyboard will 

has to tap on “REMEMBER 
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A confirmation pop-up will appear, with details of the new reminder, to allow the user to 

confirm (or not). At the end 

at the end of the form for further confirm to the user.

 

Fig. 26 - GUI: Reminding service, confirmation
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up will appear, with details of the new reminder, to allow the user to 

confirm (or not). At the end a row with the details of the recently added reminders appears 

at the end of the form for further confirm to the user. 
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up will appear, with details of the new reminder, to allow the user to 

a row with the details of the recently added reminders appears 
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When the user confirm the new reminder this can added to the iPad Calendar by tapping on 

“Add To Calendar”. This uses the iOS app, so it supported only on iPad and iPhones and 

cannot be modified. In other platforms a “.ics” f

This can be imported also by other service like Google Calendar.

Fig. 27 - GUI: Reminding service, recap
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When the user confirm the new reminder this can added to the iPad Calendar by tapping on 

“Add To Calendar”. This uses the iOS app, so it supported only on iPad and iPhones and 

cannot be modified. In other platforms a “.ics” file in the iCal format will be downloaded. 

This can be imported also by other service like Google Calendar. 
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When the user confirm the new reminder this can added to the iPad Calendar by tapping on 

“Add To Calendar”. This uses the iOS app, so it supported only on iPad and iPhones and 

ile in the iCal format will be downloaded. 
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6 . 8  C l e an i n g  s e r v i c e

 

 

 

For the cleaning service a map of the apartment is shown to the user that can sel

room to clean by tapping/clicking on it. As usual a confirmation screen appears and a 

notification appears. In the meanwhile then the room that is going to be cleaned is 

highlighted (see below). 

 

Fig. 28 - GUI: Cleaning service, request
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room to clean by tapping/clicking on it. As usual a confirmation screen appears and a 

notification appears. In the meanwhile then the room that is going to be cleaned is 
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For the cleaning service a map of the apartment is shown to the user that can select the 

room to clean by tapping/clicking on it. As usual a confirmation screen appears and a 

notification appears. In the meanwhile then the room that is going to be cleaned is 
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Fig. 29 - GUI: Cleaning service, confirmation
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GUI: Cleaning service, confirmation 
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6 . 9  E s c o r t  a t  n i g h t

 

 

Similarly to the cleaning service, the escort at night service page shows a map of the 

apartment to allow the user to select the destination. As usual, confirmation is always asked 

and given to the user. 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 30 - GUI: Escort at night service
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Similarly to the cleaning service, the escort at night service page shows a map of the 

apartment to allow the user to select the destination. As usual, confirmation is always asked 
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Similarly to the cleaning service, the escort at night service page shows a map of the 

apartment to allow the user to select the destination. As usual, confirmation is always asked 
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6 . 1 0  F o od  d e l i v e r y

 

 

 

For food delivery the user can select his choice among different menus by tapping/clicking 

on the one he prefers. Confirmation is asked and notification is given as usual.

Fig. 31 - GUI: Food delivery service 
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F o od  d e l i v e r y  

For food delivery the user can select his choice among different menus by tapping/clicking 

on the one he prefers. Confirmation is asked and notification is given as usual.
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For food delivery the user can select his choice among different menus by tapping/clicking 

on the one he prefers. Confirmation is asked and notification is given as usual. 
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6 . 1 1  L aund r y  

 

 

 

For the laundry service the user has to select if he wants the robot to assist him by carrying 

the laundry basket or the Robot

notification is given as usual.

 

 

Fig. 32 - GUI: Laundry service
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For the laundry service the user has to select if he wants the robot to assist him by carrying 

the laundry basket or the Robot-era system to do it all for him. Confirmation is asked and 

notification is given as usual. 

GUI: Laundry service 
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For the laundry service the user has to select if he wants the robot to assist him by carrying 

era system to do it all for him. Confirmation is asked and 
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6 . 1 2  Man i p u l a t i o n

 

 

For the manipulation a list of objects is presented with their pictures inside the hexagons. 

The user can select (by tapping/clicking) one of them to command the robot to go, pick and 

bring it to him. Confirmation is asked and notification is given as usual.

Fig. 33 - GUI: Manipulation service  
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Man i p u l a t i o n  

For the manipulation a list of objects is presented with their pictures inside the hexagons. 

The user can select (by tapping/clicking) one of them to command the robot to go, pick and 

to him. Confirmation is asked and notification is given as usual.
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For the manipulation a list of objects is presented with their pictures inside the hexagons. 

The user can select (by tapping/clicking) one of them to command the robot to go, pick and 

to him. Confirmation is asked and notification is given as usual. 
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6 . 1 3  Su r v e i l l a n c e  

 

 

 

During the surveillance the (external) user can interact with the condominium robot as an 

intercom. The user/visitor can select 

by the system from the occupier of that apartment and the visitor. When finished the visitor 

can ask CoRo to accompaign him to the apartment by tapping/clicking on the appropriate 

button. 

Notification is given also by voice from the robot.

 

 

Fig. 34 - GUI: Surveillance service  
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During the surveillance the (external) user can interact with the condominium robot as an 

intercom. The user/visitor can select the apartment to call and a skype call will be started 

by the system from the occupier of that apartment and the visitor. When finished the visitor 

can ask CoRo to accompaign him to the apartment by tapping/clicking on the appropriate 

is given also by voice from the robot. 
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During the surveillance the (external) user can interact with the condominium robot as an 

the apartment to call and a skype call will be started 

by the system from the occupier of that apartment and the visitor. When finished the visitor 

can ask CoRo to accompaign him to the apartment by tapping/clicking on the appropriate 
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7  R o b o t - E r a  S p e e c h  U s e r  I n t e r f a c e  D e s i g n  J u s t i f i c a t i o n s

 

The speech interface to the robot is made up of two components: a speech recognition 

program and a dialog manager. The speech recognition program performs grammar

recognition to detect keywords and phrases that correspond to user commands. The dialog

manager controls the flow of the conversation with the robot. It generates robot speech acts 

and translates recognized commands into the appropriate PEIS tuples.

 

The interface is designed to recognize commands based on keywords while still accepting 

natural language input. Whenever possible, the robot asks questions that are phrased so as 

to suggest the possible response to the user.  Keywords for commands are mapped to 

numeric identifiers within the grammars. This allows translated grammars for the langu

supported by the project (English, Italian, and Swedish) to be used interchangeably.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

7 . 1  Spe e c h  R e c o gn i t i o n

 
The speech recognition is implemented based on the 

single-threaded application whose flow is controlled by an audio input stream. Audio events 

trigger callbacks to handle the processing of sound input. Precompiled recognit

grammars can be loaded dynamically to change what input the system is “listening for” to 

recognize. Because the audio stream only triggers callbacks when audio events occur (when 

the audio levels indicate that the recognizer might have “heard” somethin

appropriate grammar must be loaded prior to when it is needed for recognition.

 

This program runs as a server. When the dialog manager connects as a client, the server 

reads a set of grammars from files and initializes the audio stream. Which gramm

read is based on arguments passed from the dialog manager in a startup message. This 

allows different sets of grammars to be used for different services.

 

 

 

7 . 2  D i a l o g  M anag emen t

 

Nuance 

Server 

Fig. 35 - Speech module Architecture  
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S p e e c h  U s e r  I n t e r f a c e  D e s i g n  J u s t i f i c a t i o n s

The speech interface to the robot is made up of two components: a speech recognition 

program and a dialog manager. The speech recognition program performs grammar

recognition to detect keywords and phrases that correspond to user commands. The dialog

manager controls the flow of the conversation with the robot. It generates robot speech acts 

and translates recognized commands into the appropriate PEIS tuples. 

The interface is designed to recognize commands based on keywords while still accepting 

ral language input. Whenever possible, the robot asks questions that are phrased so as 

to suggest the possible response to the user.  Keywords for commands are mapped to 

numeric identifiers within the grammars. This allows translated grammars for the langu

supported by the project (English, Italian, and Swedish) to be used interchangeably.

Spe e c h  R e c o gn i t i o n  

The speech recognition is implemented based on the Nuance SDK. The program runs as a 

threaded application whose flow is controlled by an audio input stream. Audio events 

trigger callbacks to handle the processing of sound input. Precompiled recognit

grammars can be loaded dynamically to change what input the system is “listening for” to 

recognize. Because the audio stream only triggers callbacks when audio events occur (when 

the audio levels indicate that the recognizer might have “heard” somethin

appropriate grammar must be loaded prior to when it is needed for recognition.

This program runs as a server. When the dialog manager connects as a client, the server 

reads a set of grammars from files and initializes the audio stream. Which gramm

read is based on arguments passed from the dialog manager in a startup message. This 

allows different sets of grammars to be used for different services. 

D i a l o g  M anag emen t  

Dialog 
Manager 

Web 
Server

Speech module Architecture   
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S p e e c h  U s e r  I n t e r f a c e  D e s i g n  J u s t i f i c a t i o n s  

The speech interface to the robot is made up of two components: a speech recognition 

program and a dialog manager. The speech recognition program performs grammar-based 

recognition to detect keywords and phrases that correspond to user commands. The dialog 

manager controls the flow of the conversation with the robot. It generates robot speech acts 

 

The interface is designed to recognize commands based on keywords while still accepting 

ral language input. Whenever possible, the robot asks questions that are phrased so as 

to suggest the possible response to the user.  Keywords for commands are mapped to 

numeric identifiers within the grammars. This allows translated grammars for the languages 

supported by the project (English, Italian, and Swedish) to be used interchangeably. 

SDK. The program runs as a 

threaded application whose flow is controlled by an audio input stream. Audio events 

trigger callbacks to handle the processing of sound input. Precompiled recognition 

grammars can be loaded dynamically to change what input the system is “listening for” to 

recognize. Because the audio stream only triggers callbacks when audio events occur (when 

the audio levels indicate that the recognizer might have “heard” something), the 

appropriate grammar must be loaded prior to when it is needed for recognition. 

This program runs as a server. When the dialog manager connects as a client, the server 

reads a set of grammars from files and initializes the audio stream. Which grammars are 

read is based on arguments passed from the dialog manager in a startup message. This 

Server 
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The dialog manager is a Python program that connects to the speech recognition process 

via a socket. This program also connects as a client to a helper process for the webserver. It 

is through this connection that the dialog system reads the values of interaction tuples and 

publishes tuples for robot speech and services. This connection is necessary because the 

Nuance SDK is Windows-based (PEIS does not support 

tuples through the web server provides a standard interface to PEIS regardless of which 

interface (speech or GUI) is used to generate the commands.

 

All robot speech generated by the dialog system only occurs during an interaction (when an 

interaction tuple is set to active by the planner). User speech is also only processed and 

recognized during an interaction, with the exception of the wake

 

7 . 3  S y s t em  U s ag e  O v e r v i ew

 

  The services involve one or more speech interactions that the user has with a robot or 

robots which follow the same overall pattern, as described below.

 

• Start listening 

• Recognize wake-up word

• Service interaction 

o Request command

o Issue command / Inform of service continuation (certain services)

• Confirmation interaction (only certain services)

 

7.3.1 Start listening 

 

When the dialog manager is started, it connects

wake-up grammar (which grammar is loaded depends on the startup parameters sent to 

the server) and initializes the audio stream.

 

7.3.2 Recognize wake-up word

 

In order to prevent false positives in the speech recognitio

prior to the start of a service scenario, a “wake

approach in dialog systems). A wake

recognize before any other grammar for command re

background noises or speech directed at others are rejected by the system. The wake

words used by the system are always “hello” or the robot’s name. 

 

When the wake-up word is recognized, a command is passed to the d

to initiate a reach user request. The command grammar is loaded in preparation for the 

user service request interaction.

 

 

 

7 . 4  Se r v i c e  I n t e r a c t i o n
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ython program that connects to the speech recognition process 

via a socket. This program also connects as a client to a helper process for the webserver. It 

is through this connection that the dialog system reads the values of interaction tuples and 

hes tuples for robot speech and services. This connection is necessary because the 

based (PEIS does not support Windows). Additionally, issuing 

tuples through the web server provides a standard interface to PEIS regardless of which 

terface (speech or GUI) is used to generate the commands. 

All robot speech generated by the dialog system only occurs during an interaction (when an 

interaction tuple is set to active by the planner). User speech is also only processed and 

ng an interaction, with the exception of the wake-up word (described below).

S y s t em  U s ag e  O v e r v i ew  

The services involve one or more speech interactions that the user has with a robot or 

robots which follow the same overall pattern, as described below. 

up word 

Request command 

Issue command / Inform of service continuation (certain services)

Confirmation interaction (only certain services) 

When the dialog manager is started, it connects to the Nuance server. The server loads a 

up grammar (which grammar is loaded depends on the startup parameters sent to 

the server) and initializes the audio stream. 

up word 

In order to prevent false positives in the speech recognition while the system is running 

prior to the start of a service scenario, a “wake-up word” is employed (this is a common 

approach in dialog systems). A wake-up word is a keyword or phrase that the system must 

recognize before any other grammar for command recognition is loaded. In this manner, 

background noises or speech directed at others are rejected by the system. The wake

words used by the system are always “hello” or the robot’s name.  

up word is recognized, a command is passed to the dialog manager telling it 

to initiate a reach user request. The command grammar is loaded in preparation for the 

user service request interaction. 

Se r v i c e  I n t e r a c t i o n  
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ython program that connects to the speech recognition process 

via a socket. This program also connects as a client to a helper process for the webserver. It 

is through this connection that the dialog system reads the values of interaction tuples and 

hes tuples for robot speech and services. This connection is necessary because the 

indows). Additionally, issuing 

tuples through the web server provides a standard interface to PEIS regardless of which 

All robot speech generated by the dialog system only occurs during an interaction (when an 

interaction tuple is set to active by the planner). User speech is also only processed and 

up word (described below). 

The services involve one or more speech interactions that the user has with a robot or 

Issue command / Inform of service continuation (certain services) 

to the Nuance server. The server loads a 

up grammar (which grammar is loaded depends on the startup parameters sent to 

n while the system is running 

up word” is employed (this is a common 

up word is a keyword or phrase that the system must 

cognition is loaded. In this manner, 

background noises or speech directed at others are rejected by the system. The wake-up 

ialog manager telling it 

to initiate a reach user request. The command grammar is loaded in preparation for the 
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7.4.1 Request command 

 

Once the robot has navigated to the user, the planner activates the user service request 

interaction tuple. At the start of this interaction, the robot greets the user and asks them 

what they would like to do. 

 

When the user replies to the robot, their spe

If a keyword-containing phrase is recognized with high enough confidence, the command is 

passed to the dialog manager. If not, the system waits for further input.

 

 

7.4.2 Issue command / Inform of service continuation

 

If the command that has been issued is a service that doesn’t require further interactions, 

the dialog manager tells the speech recognizer that the service is finished. The speech 

recognizer disconnects from the dialog manager, closes the audio input stre

listens on its socket for the next connection.

 

Several services, such as food delivery or garbage collection, will require more than one 

interaction before they complete. These interactions are simple hand

must collect something from or give something to the condominium robot. Because the 

robot cannot sense the presence or absence of the object, it needs verbal confirmation from 

the user that the handoff is complete.

 

In these cases, the robot that has received the command 

inform the user that another robot (the condominium robot) will complete the service. Then 

the pickup grammar is loaded in preparation for this interaction. Note that while the robot 

being interacted with may change, the

same wearable microphone. The dialog manager keeps track of which robot is speaking 

during the different parts of each service.

 

7.4.3 Confirmation Interaction(s)

 

Though the pickup grammar is loaded immediately 

speech recognizer rejects all input until it receives a message from the dialog manager that 

the pickup interaction has started. At this point, the robot asks the user to acknowledge 

that they have completed the han

 

If this is the last interaction needed for the service, the dialog manager tells the speech 

recognizer that the service is finished. Otherwise, the pickup grammar stays loaded and the 

pick-up confirmation is repeated when the next interaction is initiated.

 

8  S p e e c h  I n t e r f a c e  f o r  S e r v i c e s

 

The following section of the document summarizes the speech interface for each service. 

The example dialog is given in English (the Swedish and Italian translations match closely). 

The name “Doro” is used to indicate speech by the domestic robot and the na

indicates the condominium robot. 
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Once the robot has navigated to the user, the planner activates the user service request 

interaction tuple. At the start of this interaction, the robot greets the user and asks them 

When the user replies to the robot, their speech is matched against the command grammar. 

containing phrase is recognized with high enough confidence, the command is 

passed to the dialog manager. If not, the system waits for further input.

Issue command / Inform of service continuation 

If the command that has been issued is a service that doesn’t require further interactions, 

the dialog manager tells the speech recognizer that the service is finished. The speech 

recognizer disconnects from the dialog manager, closes the audio input stre

listens on its socket for the next connection. 

Several services, such as food delivery or garbage collection, will require more than one 

interaction before they complete. These interactions are simple hand

ething from or give something to the condominium robot. Because the 

robot cannot sense the presence or absence of the object, it needs verbal confirmation from 

the user that the handoff is complete. 

In these cases, the robot that has received the command (typically the domestic robot) will 

inform the user that another robot (the condominium robot) will complete the service. Then 

the pickup grammar is loaded in preparation for this interaction. Note that while the robot 

being interacted with may change, the user always interacts with both robots using the 

same wearable microphone. The dialog manager keeps track of which robot is speaking 

during the different parts of each service. 

Confirmation Interaction(s) 

Though the pickup grammar is loaded immediately after the service request is issued, the 

speech recognizer rejects all input until it receives a message from the dialog manager that 

the pickup interaction has started. At this point, the robot asks the user to acknowledge 

that they have completed the handoff (or give some other type of confirmation).

If this is the last interaction needed for the service, the dialog manager tells the speech 

recognizer that the service is finished. Otherwise, the pickup grammar stays loaded and the 

repeated when the next interaction is initiated. 

S p e e c h  I n t e r f a c e  f o r  S e r v i c e s  

The following section of the document summarizes the speech interface for each service. 

The example dialog is given in English (the Swedish and Italian translations match closely). 

The name “Doro” is used to indicate speech by the domestic robot and the na

indicates the condominium robot.  
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Once the robot has navigated to the user, the planner activates the user service request 

interaction tuple. At the start of this interaction, the robot greets the user and asks them 

ech is matched against the command grammar. 

containing phrase is recognized with high enough confidence, the command is 

passed to the dialog manager. If not, the system waits for further input. 

If the command that has been issued is a service that doesn’t require further interactions, 

the dialog manager tells the speech recognizer that the service is finished. The speech 

recognizer disconnects from the dialog manager, closes the audio input stream, and then 

Several services, such as food delivery or garbage collection, will require more than one 

interaction before they complete. These interactions are simple hand-offs where the user 

ething from or give something to the condominium robot. Because the 

robot cannot sense the presence or absence of the object, it needs verbal confirmation from 

(typically the domestic robot) will 

inform the user that another robot (the condominium robot) will complete the service. Then 

the pickup grammar is loaded in preparation for this interaction. Note that while the robot 

user always interacts with both robots using the 

same wearable microphone. The dialog manager keeps track of which robot is speaking 

after the service request is issued, the 

speech recognizer rejects all input until it receives a message from the dialog manager that 

the pickup interaction has started. At this point, the robot asks the user to acknowledge 

doff (or give some other type of confirmation). 

If this is the last interaction needed for the service, the dialog manager tells the speech 

recognizer that the service is finished. Otherwise, the pickup grammar stays loaded and the 

 

The following section of the document summarizes the speech interface for each service. 

The example dialog is given in English (the Swedish and Italian translations match closely). 

The name “Doro” is used to indicate speech by the domestic robot and the name “Coro” 
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For user input, the keywords that must be recognized for the service request to be issued 

are listed. These words may be uttered alone or as part of a longer natural language phrase 

(an example grammar that show

appendix). 

 

During a service request interaction, the user may request any service. The following 

interactions will be determined by which service was selected. There are only two 

exceptions to this. The surveillance service and the indoor escort service both occur in 

specific contexts that are not interchangeable with the other services. Both these services 

have their own interaction type that uses separate grammars from those used by the rest of 

the services. 

 

8 . 1  Shopp i n g  

 
Wake-up word: “Doro” or “robot”

 

Service request interaction

Doro: "Hello. How can I help you?"

User: says “buy” or “shop” or “shopping” or “list”

Doro: "Please use the tablet to make and send your shopping list"

 

Confirmation interaction 

Coro: "Please say done when you've picked up the shopping from my tray"

User: says “done” or “finished” or “ready” or “here”

Coro: "Thank you. Goodbye."

 

8 . 2  Ga r b ag e  

 
Wake-up word: “Doro” or “robot”

 

Service request interaction

Doro: "Hello. How can I help you?"

User: says “trash” or “garbage” or “rubbish”

Doro: "I will call the condominium robot to pick up the garbage"

 

Confirmation interaction 

Coro: "Please say done when you've placed the garbage on my tray"

User: says “done” or “finished” or 

Coro: "Thank you. Goodbye."

 

8 . 3  Commun i c a t i o n

 
Wake-up word: “Doro” or “robot”

 

Service request interaction

Doro: "Hello. How can I help you?"
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For user input, the keywords that must be recognized for the service request to be issued 

are listed. These words may be uttered alone or as part of a longer natural language phrase 

(an example grammar that shows what type of phrases can be recognized is given in the 

During a service request interaction, the user may request any service. The following 

interactions will be determined by which service was selected. There are only two 

The surveillance service and the indoor escort service both occur in 

specific contexts that are not interchangeable with the other services. Both these services 

have their own interaction type that uses separate grammars from those used by the rest of 

up word: “Doro” or “robot” 

Service request interaction 

How can I help you?" 

User: says “buy” or “shop” or “shopping” or “list” 

"Please use the tablet to make and send your shopping list" 

 

"Please say done when you've picked up the shopping from my tray"

User: says “done” or “finished” or “ready” or “here” 

"Thank you. Goodbye." 

up word: “Doro” or “robot” 

Service request interaction 

n I help you?" 

User: says “trash” or “garbage” or “rubbish” 

"I will call the condominium robot to pick up the garbage" 

 

"Please say done when you've placed the garbage on my tray" 

User: says “done” or “finished” or “ready” or “here” 

"Thank you. Goodbye." 

Commun i c a t i o n  

up word: “Doro” or “robot” 

Service request interaction 

How can I help you?" 
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For user input, the keywords that must be recognized for the service request to be issued 

are listed. These words may be uttered alone or as part of a longer natural language phrase 

s what type of phrases can be recognized is given in the 

During a service request interaction, the user may request any service. The following 

interactions will be determined by which service was selected. There are only two 

The surveillance service and the indoor escort service both occur in 

specific contexts that are not interchangeable with the other services. Both these services 

have their own interaction type that uses separate grammars from those used by the rest of 

"Please say done when you've picked up the shopping from my tray" 
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User: says “ring” or “phone” or “call” or “skype” and (optionally) name defined in grammar

Doro: "Please use the tablet to begin your call"

 

8 . 4  Rem i nd i n g  

 
Wake-up word: “Doro” or “robot”

 

Service request interaction

Doro: "Hello. How can I help you?"

 

If 

User: says “alarm” or “reminder” and “X minutes” (where X is a number) 

Doro: "I will set the alarm to

 

If 

User: says “appointment” or “reminder”

Doro: "Please use the tablet to enter the time and date of your appointment"

 

8 . 5  C l e an i n g  

 
Wake-up word: “Doro” or “robot”

 

Service request interaction

Doro: "Hello. How can I help you?"

User: says “clean” and name of room defined in grammar

Doro: I will go clean the <room> now.

 
 

8 . 6  E s c o r t  a t  n i g h t

 
Wake-up word: None 

There is no wake-up word for this service. Instead the service is started when a tuple is 

published which indicates that the user h

 

Escort request interaction

Doro: "Hello. Where would you like me to escort you?"

User: says name of room defined in grammar (different for each test site)

 

Confirmation interaction 

Doro: "Please say when you're ready to go"

User: says “ready” or “ok” or “yes” or “go”

 

Confirmation interaction 

Robot: "Please say when you're ready to go

User: : says “ready” or “ok” or “yes” or “go”
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User: says “ring” or “phone” or “call” or “skype” and (optionally) name defined in grammar

Please use the tablet to begin your call" 

up word: “Doro” or “robot” 

Service request interaction 

How can I help you?" 

User: says “alarm” or “reminder” and “X minutes” (where X is a number) 

he alarm to go off in X minutes." 

User: says “appointment” or “reminder” 

"Please use the tablet to enter the time and date of your appointment"

up word: “Doro” or “robot” 

Service request interaction 

How can I help you?" 

says “clean” and name of room defined in grammar 

Doro: I will go clean the <room> now. 

E s c o r t  a t  n i g h t  

up word for this service. Instead the service is started when a tuple is 

published which indicates that the user has gotten out of their bed. 

Escort request interaction 

Where would you like me to escort you?" 

User: says name of room defined in grammar (different for each test site)

 

"Please say when you're ready to go" 

r: says “ready” or “ok” or “yes” or “go” 

 

"Please say when you're ready to go back" 

User: : says “ready” or “ok” or “yes” or “go” 
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User: says “ring” or “phone” or “call” or “skype” and (optionally) name defined in grammar 

User: says “alarm” or “reminder” and “X minutes” (where X is a number)  

"Please use the tablet to enter the time and date of your appointment" 

up word for this service. Instead the service is started when a tuple is 

User: says name of room defined in grammar (different for each test site) 
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8 . 7  F o od  d e l i v e r y

 
Wake-up word: “Doro” or “robot”

 

Service request interaction

Doro: "Hello. How can I help you?"

User: says “food” or “meal” or “breakfast” or “lunch” or “dinner”

Doro: “I will call Coro to deliver your meal”

 
Confirmation interaction 

Coro: "Please say done when you

User: says “done” or “finished” or “ready” or “here”

Coro: "Thank you. Goodbye."

 
 

8 . 8  L aund r y  

 
Wake-up word: “Doro” or “robot”

 

Service request interaction

Doro: "Hello. How can I help you?"

User: says “laundry” or “wash” or “washing”

Doro: “I will call Coro to pick up your laund

 

Confirmation interaction 

Coro: "Please say done when you

User: says “done” or “finished” or “ready” or “here”

Coro: "Thank you. Goodbye."

 

Confirmation interaction 

Coro: "Please say done when you

User: says “done” or “finished” or “ready” or “here”

Coro: "Thank you. Goodbye."

 

 

8 . 9  Su r v e i l l a n c e  

 
Wake-up word: “Hello” or “Hi”

 

Visit request interaction 

Coro: "Hello. Who would you like to visit?"

User: says name that is in the 

Coro: "I will call them now so they know you are coming."

 

Confirmation interaction 
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F o od  d e l i v e r y  

up word: “Doro” or “robot” 

Service request interaction 

How can I help you?" 

User: says “food” or “meal” or “breakfast” or “lunch” or “dinner” 

“I will call Coro to deliver your meal” 

 

"Please say done when you've picked up the meal from my tray" 

“finished” or “ready” or “here” 

"Thank you. Goodbye." 

up word: “Doro” or “robot” 

Service request interaction 

How can I help you?" 

User: says “laundry” or “wash” or “washing” 

Doro: “I will call Coro to pick up your laundry” 

 

"Please say done when you've placed the laundry on my tray" 

User: says “done” or “finished” or “ready” or “here” 

"Thank you. Goodbye." 

 

"Please say done when you've picked up the laundry from my tray"

User: says “done” or “finished” or “ready” or “here” 

"Thank you. Goodbye." 

 

up word: “Hello” or “Hi” 

 

"Hello. Who would you like to visit?" 

User: says name that is in the grammar 

"I will call them now so they know you are coming." 
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my tray" 
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Coro: "Please say ready when you are ready for me to guide you to the apartment."

User: says “ready” or “ok” or “yes” or “go”

 

8 . 1 0  Man i p u l a t i o n

 

Wake-up word: “Doro” or “robot”

 

Service request interaction

Doro: "Hello. How can I help you?"

User: says “get” or “bring” or “pick up” and name of object defined in grammar

Doro: “I will go get the <object> and bring it to you”

 

Confirmation interaction 

Coro: "Please say done when you

Coro: "Thank you. Goodbye."

 

8 . 1 1  He l p  

 

Additionally, the grammar for the service request interaction has a help command. If the 

user says “help” or “what can I say” or “I don’t understand” or “I don’t know”, the

reply, “You can ask me to,” and then list the services that the robot can perform. This list of 

services is specific to each robot at each test site.
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"Please say ready when you are ready for me to guide you to the apartment."

User: says “ready” or “ok” or “yes” or “go” 

Man i p u l a t i o n  

“robot” 

Service request interaction 

How can I help you?" 

User: says “get” or “bring” or “pick up” and name of object defined in grammar

Doro: “I will go get the <object> and bring it to you” 

 

when you've picked up the <object> from my tray"

"Thank you. Goodbye." 

Additionally, the grammar for the service request interaction has a help command. If the 

user says “help” or “what can I say” or “I don’t understand” or “I don’t know”, the

reply, “You can ask me to,” and then list the services that the robot can perform. This list of 

services is specific to each robot at each test site. 
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"Please say ready when you are ready for me to guide you to the apartment." 

User: says “get” or “bring” or “pick up” and name of object defined in grammar 

my tray" 

Additionally, the grammar for the service request interaction has a help command. If the 

user says “help” or “what can I say” or “I don’t understand” or “I don’t know”, the robot will 

reply, “You can ask me to,” and then list the services that the robot can perform. This list of 
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9  APPENDIX 1 

 

Here you can find a list of the main pages/scripts that compose the web GUI. 

 

Dictionary.js 

This file contains the database with all the text (including text
different languages supported by the Robot
one or more key words. As an example a notification will be 

where the keyword is the value (string text) of the corresponding notification tuple, 
the same applies for the interactions. Upper

automatically resolved by the script.
 
Robotera.js 

This file contains all the scripts that are shared among the service pages.
The mainloop is called every 2 seconds and it is the responsible to call the 
reasoner.php script and to start the corresponding actions.
The main PEIS related scripts are 
identified by name and value

service tuples, indeed its 
corresponding sub-tuples. Both scripts calls the corresponding php scripts that 

down into the publish.txt file the tuples to be published.
 
Reasoner.php 

This php script is called by the mainloop every 2 seconds through a JSON call and 
returns an array of response objects that contain the information needed by the 

GUI to operate. As examples it can command to open one of the pages or to show a 
notification. 
Information is retrieved from the receive.txt file that contains a copy of the tuples 

of interest of the web server.
 

Communication.hmtl and Surveillance.html
These pages implements communication and surveillance services. New users can 
be added to the contacts object array by inserting a new line, which must contain the 

skype username (user field) and the name of the contact (name field), a picture can be 

optionally linked using the imageURL field.

 

Shopping.html 

This page implements the shopping interface that helps the user to order groceries. 
The items available are automatically derived from the name of the corresponding 

images in the css/polygrid/shopping f
removed. 
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Here you can find a list of the main pages/scripts that compose the web GUI. 

This file contains the database with all the text (including text
different languages supported by the Robot-ERA system. Each entry is identified by 
one or more key words. As an example a notification will be notifications.keyword
where the keyword is the value (string text) of the corresponding notification tuple, 
the same applies for the interactions. Upper-to-lower case conversion is 

automatically resolved by the script. 

the scripts that are shared among the service pages.
is called every 2 seconds and it is the responsible to call the 

reasoner.php script and to start the corresponding actions. 
The main PEIS related scripts are publish, that publish publish
identified by name and value, and service, that is specifically created to publish 

, indeed its arguments are the value to be associated with the 
. Both scripts calls the corresponding php scripts that 

down into the publish.txt file the tuples to be published. 

This php script is called by the mainloop every 2 seconds through a JSON call and 
returns an array of response objects that contain the information needed by the 

As examples it can command to open one of the pages or to show a 

Information is retrieved from the receive.txt file that contains a copy of the tuples 

of interest of the web server. 

Communication.hmtl and Surveillance.html 
These pages implements communication and surveillance services. New users can 

contacts object array by inserting a new line, which must contain the 

skype username (user field) and the name of the contact (name field), a picture can be 

nally linked using the imageURL field. 

This page implements the shopping interface that helps the user to order groceries. 
The items available are automatically derived from the name of the corresponding 

images in the css/polygrid/shopping folder, so that items can be easily added and 
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Here you can find a list of the main pages/scripts that compose the web GUI.  

This file contains the database with all the text (including text-to-speech) in the 
ERA system. Each entry is identified by 

notifications.keyword, 
where the keyword is the value (string text) of the corresponding notification tuple, 

lower case conversion is 

the scripts that are shared among the service pages. 
is called every 2 seconds and it is the responsible to call the 

publishes a generic tuple 
is specifically created to publish 

arguments are the value to be associated with the 
. Both scripts calls the corresponding php scripts that write 

This php script is called by the mainloop every 2 seconds through a JSON call and 
returns an array of response objects that contain the information needed by the 

As examples it can command to open one of the pages or to show a 

Information is retrieved from the receive.txt file that contains a copy of the tuples 

These pages implements communication and surveillance services. New users can 
contacts object array by inserting a new line, which must contain the 

skype username (user field) and the name of the contact (name field), a picture can be 

This page implements the shopping interface that helps the user to order groceries. 
The items available are automatically derived from the name of the corresponding 

older, so that items can be easily added and 
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10  APPENDIX 2

 
Here is an example grammar that shows the format of command phrases that can be 

recognized. Brackets indicate optional words or variables (the command will be recognized 

even if these are not said). 

 

<command>: [ <prefix> ]  command [<suffix>]

 

<prefix> : <prefixask> | <prefixwant>;

 

<prefixask> : [Doro] (will you | please | would you | can you) ;

 

<prefixwant> : I'd (like | want) to  | I want to ;

 

<suffix> : thank you | please | Doro

 
 

11  Appendix 

The usage of the SCITOS G6 prototype is described in the attached document.
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APPENDIX 2 

Here is an example grammar that shows the format of command phrases that can be 

recognized. Brackets indicate optional words or variables (the command will be recognized 

<command>: [ <prefix> ]  command [<suffix>] 

<prefix> : <prefixask> | <prefixwant>; 

] (will you | please | would you | can you) ; 

<prefixwant> : I'd (like | want) to  | I want to ; 

x> : thank you | please | Doro; 

The usage of the SCITOS G6 prototype is described in the attached document.
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Here is an example grammar that shows the format of command phrases that can be 

recognized. Brackets indicate optional words or variables (the command will be recognized 

The usage of the SCITOS G6 prototype is described in the attached document. 


